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SUMMARY
The purpose of this research is to create a solid framework for embedded system de-
sign with field-programmable analog arrays (FPAAs). To achieve this goal, we’ve created a
unified approach to the three phases of FPAA system design: (1) the hardware architecture;
(2) the circuit design and modeling; and (3) the high-level software tools.
First, we describe innovations to the reconfigurable analog hardware that enable ad-
vanced signal processing and integration into embedded systems. We introduce the multiple-
input translinear element (MITE) FPAA and the dynamically-reconfigurable RASP 2.9v
FPAA, which was designed explicitly for interfacing with external digital systems. This
compatibility creates a streamlined workflow for dropping the FPAA hardware into mixed-
signal embedded systems.
The second phase, algorithm analysis and modeling, is important to create a useful
and reliable library of components for the system designer. We discuss the concept and
procedure of analog abstraction that empowers non-circuit design engineers to take full ad-
vantage of analog techniques. We use the analog vector-matrix multiplier as an example for
a detailed discussion on computational analog analysis and system mapping to the FPAA.
Lastly, we describe high-level software tools, which are an absolute necessity for the
design of large systems due to the size and complexity of modern FPAAs. We describe the
Sim2Spice tool, which allows system designers to develop signal processing systems in the
Simulink environment. The tool then compiles the system to the FPAA hardware.
By coordinating the development of these three phases, we’ve created a solid unified
framework that empowers engineers to utilize FPAAs.
xii
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING
Cooperative analog-digital signal processing (CADSP) is the design approach whereby
the two domains (analog and digital) are used in combination to achieve advanced system
performance [1]. In traditional systems, analog processing is used primarily for front-end
amplification and data conversion, whereas the digital signal processor (DSP) handles the
mathematical operations. By repartitioning the boundary between the processing domains,
we stand to take advantage of extreme power and area savings. For instance, the natural
physics of the subthreshold transistor can be used to perform many mathematical operations
with a fraction of the number of devices required for digital computation [2] and a much
lower total current draw.
Figure 1 illustrates Gene’s law—a trend fit of the power efficiency progress for DSPs.
The y-axis for this plot is in terms of the power required for performing a million mul-
tiply accumulate cycles a second (MMACS)—the most enlightening figure of merit for
DSP power efficiency [3]. The result is striking when the performance of a functionally
equivalent analog signal processor (ASP) is added to the plot [4]. Analog’s computational
efficiency is several orders of magnitude greater. This result was a (then) 20-year leap in
efficiency, but the analog signal processor’s advantage is compounded by the recent obser-
vation that the DSP is asymptotically approaching a power efficiency wall [5]. Now, analog
processing is no longer simply just a “nice” opportunity for a quick leap, but rather, analog
techniques will be required to meet future signal processing efficiency needs.
It is the efficient balancing of the analog and digital domains that the highest perfor-
mance can be achieved. A popular subset of this concept is the notion of digitally en-
hanced analog systems, whereby digital processing is utilized to add resolution to analog
blocks [6]. As a broader approach, CADSP additionally promotes the use of analog tech-
niques to increase the power efficiency of digital blocks, as illustrated in the system of
Figure 1: Gene’s law shows the power efficiency trend for digital signal processors. Analog
signal processing poses a 20-year leap in efficiency.
Figure 2. CADSP techniques have been successfully utilized in such systems as compres-
sive sensing [7] and classifiers [8]. However, two very important hurdles have prevented
the wide-spread use of analog computation—the traditional lack of both programmability
and intuitive system design tools.
The recent development of large-scale field-programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) has
provided a stable platform for programmable analog systems. The reconfigurable analog
signal processor (RASP) FPAA is a VLSI system that contains hundreds of configurable
analog blocks (CABs) and allows for on-the-fly synthesis of large-scale analog systems.
The FPAA has provided the hardware platform to develop ASP systems, but the remain-
ing fundamental problem is that it is not always easy for the typical DSP engineer to utilize
analog techniques. To solve this problem, intuitive design tools are needed to empower the
non-circuit designer to take advantage of the FPAA hardware. Simulink has been chosen
as the top level design space for analog systems on FPAAs in order to appeal to the broad-
est audience of DSP engineers. Although this design space is intuitive and makes systems
easy to visualize and simulate, there has yet to be an established framework for the proper








Figure 2: The analog processor embedded with a digital processor provides a power ef-
ficient platform. The incoming signal can be processed by the FPAA, the DSP, or by a
combination of both. A custom Matlab toolbox is used to program and control the mixed-
mode processor.
analog design and creating behavioral analog blocks is necessary to bridge the analog and
digital design gap for the system engineer.
The goal of this work is to define a coordinated approach for FPAA system design. A
guiding role model in this endeavor is the Mead-Conway digital revolution of the 1980s [9].
Carver Mead and Lynn Conway helped to spark the VLSI boom by unifying the fields of
computer architecture, integrated circuit design, and semiconductor device physics. Their
work demystified the process for the system designer and increased the number of engi-
neers entering the field. Their methodology for the merging of disciplines was based on
presenting a small set of key concepts from a range of topics in order to carry along the
least amount of mental baggage from topic to topic.
With the Mead-Conway approach in mind, we are attempting to unify the three phases
of FPAA design: (1) the hardware architecture; (2) the circuit design and modeling; and
(3) the high-level software tools. We are attempting to abstract the analog design to allow
the system design engineer to take advantage of the benefits of analog technology. This
approach is illustrated in Figure 3. The figure shows how the three areas of FPAA design
overlap and how this dissertation will proceed.
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Chapter 3: MITE FPAA
Chapter 6: Sim2Spice
Chapter 5: Vector-Matrix Multiplier
Chapter 7: Macromodeling
Chapter 4: RASP 2.9v FPAA
Figure 3: Diagram of the coordinated approach to FPAA design.
Chapter 2 provides a review the fundamental background technology. The two key
elements covered are floating-gate transistors and field-programmable analog arrays. The
floating gate (FG) is important for analog storage, and the FG transistor is used as a switch
as well as for computation. We review the device characteristics—including subthreshold
operation—as well as the processes for adding and removing charge from the gate. In the
review of FPAA technology, we go over a brief history of their evolution and describe some
of the various architectures that have been tried. We then provide a detailed description of
the RASP FPAA, which will be the hardware platform used in the rest of this dissertation.
Chapter 3 introduces the multiple-input translinear element (MITE) FPAA. This archi-
tecture is based on the MITE as a circuit primitive, which is ideal for computing polynomial
equations. There is a robust body of work on the synthesis of high-order static and dynamic
equations to systems of MITEs, which makes it an ideal platform to get started with analog
signal processing.
Chapter 4 introduces the RASP 2.9v, a next-generation FPAA architecture that is opti-
mized for embedded systems. This architecture was motivated by the need for higher-level
digital control for dynamic reconfigurability. The controllability allows the FPAA to be
much more easily fielded in embedded electronic systems.
Chapter 5 presents the analog vector-matrix multiplier (VMM) as a bottom-up case
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study for the analysis of a computational analog element and its mapping to the FPAA ar-
chitecture. The VMM is one of “killer apps” of analog computation in that it efficiently
computes a very common signal processing function. The circuit design process includes
the step-by-step choices motivated by the architecture of the FPAA hardware. The cir-
cuit analysis includes a description of the system’s power, speed, noise, and temperature
dependence.
Chapter 6 introduces the high-level software tools for FPAA configuration. The top-
level design space is Simulink, which provides an intuitive platform for designing signal
processing systems with functional blocks. The core elements of this system are the com-
ponent library and the FPAA compilers. The component library contains abstracted analog
blocks that allow non-circuit designers to create large systems with analog blocks. The
compilers include two main tools: (1) Sim2Spice for converting Simulink designs to a cir-
cuit netlist; and (2) the GRASPER tool for converting the netlist to FPAA targeting code.
Chapter 7 discusses the challenges and opportunities of abstracted analog design. By
defining a standard interface for the analog block library, designers can treat analog blocks
more like their digital counterparts. This standardization provides a low barrier-to-entry for
engineers who are skilled in the problem domain of signal processing, but may have limited
experience in the solution domain of analog hardware. A major focus of this work is the
creation of accurate, yet elegant, macromodels for the simulation and overall understanding
of the function of the analog signal processing blocks.
Lastly, Chapter 8 recaps the overall impact of this dissertation. Personal contributions




This chapter provides a brief background on two core elements of technology for recon-
figurable analog systems—the floating-gate transistor and the field-programmable analog
array. Our intent is to introduce these topics and provide a self-contained document, but not
delve too deep onto them (as per the Mead-Conway approach). We’ve provided a thorough
set of references for further reading about each topic.
2.1 Floating-Gate MOSFETs
The fundamental piece of technology for the reconfigurable system is the floating-gate
transistor. Originally reported in 1967 [10], these are ordinary transistors whose gates
are then entirely surrounded by electrical insulation (i.e., with no DC path to ground),
which allows stored charge to be retained. Floating-gate transistors have firmly established
themselves in digital circuits as a reliable non-volatile memory storage, used in Flash and
EEPROM. Recent research has been exploring their applications in analog circuits such
as multiplier weights, neuromorphic synapses, analog memory, bias generation, and offset
removal.
An important feature of these devices is that they can be fabricated in a standard CMOS
process. The schematic and layout for a floating-gate pFET is shown in Figure 4. The
polysilicon (poly 1) gate is shown in red has no direct contacts; it is completely surrounded
by oxide. The floating node is actively controlled by two voltage signals capacitively cou-
pled onto it: the tunneling voltage and the gate voltage. A MOS capacitor is used for
tunneling because a high quality oxide is needed and a poly-poly capacitor is used for the
gate voltage for its linearity.
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Figure 4: Floating-gate transistor technology. The distinguishing feature is that the polysil-
icon gate is completely insulated by oxide. The input gate voltage is coupled in through a
poly capacitor and the tunneling voltage through a MOS capacitor.
2.1.1 Floating-Gate Transistor Characteristics
To accurately use floating-gate transistors, the I-V relationship along with the stored charge’s
affects need to be defined. For low power operation, all FETs discussed in this dissertation
will be operated in the subthreshold (weak inversion) region. In subthreshold, the drain
current (ID) is given as
ID = I0e











, UT is the thermal voltage (kT/q), and VA is the Early voltage.
Rather than a fixed gate voltage, V f g is the capacitive sum of the control voltages and the
stored charge,


























Figure 5: Band diagram of electron tunneling.
where CT = Cg + Ctun is the total capacitance at the gate and Q is the charge trapped on the
floating node. Note that all of the voltages are referenced to the bulk, which is VDD for the
pFET. For the condition where Vtun is 0 V, Equation 2 can be reduced to
V f g =
Cg
CT
Vg + Vo f f set, (3)
where Vo f f set is Q/CT .
Equation 3 shows that this floating-gate transistor behaves very similar to a traditional
pFET, but with a programmable offset on the gate. Precise control over this offset (the
stored charge) is what makes floating-gate technology so important as an analog memory.
2.1.2 Floating-Gate Charge Modification
There are two well-documented procedures that are used to accurately modify the charge
on a floating-gate transistor. Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is used to remove electrons and
hot-electron injection is used for add electrons. With this combination of processes, one
can precisely program the transistor to have any stored value at its gate.
Tunneling is the process for removing charge from the floating gate. The charge re-
moval occurs when an electron is made to pass through a barrier rather than following its
conduction band. Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is the procedure commonly used to induce























Figure 6: Channel diagram of hot-electron injection.
For a reasonably sized silicon-dioxide insulator, such as the MOS capacitor shown in
Figure 5a, the electronic barrier is high enough to prevent conduction under normal con-
ditions. However, when a large electric field is applied across the capacitor, the bands are
bent so steeply that the electrons see a much thinner barrier. At a certain point, the barrier is
thin enough that the electrons can pass right through it, as shown in Figure 5b. The ultimate
result of this process is a decrease in electrons on the floating node and thus an increase in
the effective gate voltage by means of Vo f f set in Equation 3.
Hot-electron injection is the process used to add electrons back to the floating gate.
This process is shown in Figure 6. Injection is performed by providing two conditions to
the floating-gate transistor—a high drain-source potential and a high gate-source potential.
The gate potential creates a conducting channel in the device and the high drain potential
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Figure 7: Floating-gate array isolation.
carrier enters the channel, it is accelerated with high energy toward the drain. When this
carrier collides with the drain, it impact ionizes and creates an electron-hole pair. At this
stage, with the high field from the gate, some of these “hot” electrons have enough energy
to pass through the oxide to the gate region. The net effect is an addition of negative charge
to the floating gate, lowering the effective gate voltage (Vo f f set).
2.1.3 Array Programming
An intelligent selection procedure has been developed to rapidly program arrays of multi-
ple floating-gate devices [11]. This array programming plays off the requirement for two
control voltages to perform injection. By arranging the transistors in a two-dimensional










Figure 8: Indirect floating-gate switch cell.
on its row and column address. This two-dimensional addressing lends itself nicely to the
two-parameter injection. By tying all of the gates of a particular dimension together and the
drains of the other dimension together and then applying an appropriate gate/drain voltage
to the desired row/column, only the element at the intersection will be under the right con-
ditions to inject. On the other hand, tunneling only involves one parameter—the voltage
coupled across the MOS capacitor. Therefore, in array programming, tunneling is used as
a global erase and injection is used to program particular elements.
Figure 8 shows the architecture of a single floating-gate element as it appears in an
array. This device illustrates the detail involved to incorporate indirect programming [12].
Transistor M1 is at the intersection of the row and column lines and is therefore in the
signal path. If directly programmed, the floating-gate transistor needs to be disconnected
from the circuit to provide proper control and isolation to not create unintended injection.
To disconnect, a 2-to-1 multiplexer would be needed for each floating-gate transistor’s
source and drain. The addition of this multiplexer increases the overall switch count and
thus, parasitics in the signal path.
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By using indirect programming, the in-circuit transistor (M1) does not have to be dis-
connected, the other pFET (M2) is tied to the drain line and the select circuitry. Transistor
M2 shares M1’s floating gate so programming one will generate the same bias on the other.
Now, injection can be performed on M2, with the resulting charge being deposited on
the common floating gate without the need for any disconnection circuitry. In addition to
decreasing the parasitics, this layout also decreases the area of the cell and increases the
programming speed.
2.2 The Field-Programmable Analog Array
Field-programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) are mixed-signal systems that provide a plat-
form for rapidly implementing analog systems in real hardware. FPAAs consist of a pro-
grammable network of switches and routing used to electrically connect analog elements,
arranged in computational analog blocks (CABs). The user of such a device can design,
program, and test large scale analog systems in a matter of minutes. This platform provides
the engineer a considerable decrease in fabrication costs and speedup in time-to-market.
While FPGAs have been developed for commercial use, FPAAs have not had the same
success. The chief barrier to commercial success is the lack of a universal block from which
analog circuits could be systematically built, as gates are to digital circuits. A survey of the
FPAA landscape illustrates this lack of consensus as to the appropriate level of granularity.
2.2.1 FPAA Topologies
Originally reported about twenty years ago, FPAAs have seen several architectural revi-
sions. Most have been of modest proof-of-concept size and contained CAB elements that
target particular applications.
An early FPAA work was Gulak’s, in which he used “switch blocks” of cross-bar
switches and a shift register to control the connections between CABs [13]. The CABs
in his design were arranged so that they could only implement one of seven limited func-
tions (variations of comparing and multiplying), which was determined by a three-bit code
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applied to it. A later, more fine-grained approach was the field-programmable transistor
array (FPTA), which used a sea of single transistor that had to be connected together to
realize a system [14].
On the other end of the granularity spectrum are the coarse-grained architectures that
target a specific application. The analog ODE co-processor from Tsividis’s group is one
such chip [15]. His chip is composed of analog mathematical computational blocks like
integrators and gains stages for accelerating computer simulations. Although limited in
general application, the chip advanced the field of embedded FPAA systems by pushing the
importance of having easy digital control from a master device. Another example of a very
coarse-grained FPAA is the hexagonal Gm −C architecture from Becker’s group [16]. This
chip was explicitly targeted to OTA-C filters where precise knowledge of node capacitance
is important for high-order filters. His novel approach was to hexagonally arrange 55 OTAs
where there are no “switches” between blocks, but systems are synthesized by only turning
on certain OTAs. The chip reported good performance for signal continuous filters—its
only application.
There have also been a couple commercially available FPAAs. Anadigm’s FPAA and
their software package, Anadigm Designer, use switched-capacitor circuits to realize cir-
cuits [17]. Anadigm demonstrates how important an intuitive tool flow is to a chip’s ac-
ceptance. They have a graphical top-level design tool that makes systems easy to draw and
understand. However, their hardware is not only extremely small (4 CABs), it is really
only targeted to switched-capacitor systems. Another player in the commercial market is
the Cypress PSoC (programmable embedded system on chip) [18]. Although not a true
FPAA—the analog components are limited to a few tunable ADCs, DACs, 4 op-amps, 4
comparators, etc.—it introduces the concept of integrating a microcontroller with config-
urable analog and digital peripherals.
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2.2.2 The Reconfigurable Analog Signal Processor
The largest advancement in FPAA technology, in terms if size and versatility, has been the
reconfigurable analog signal processor (RASP) line of FPAAs. The RASP 2.8 is composed
of 32 CABs, multilevel routing, and on-chip programming structures. While there are
several versions of FPAAs in the 2.8 family—defined by the CAB components—it is the
general-purpose RASP 2.8a that is suitable for most applications [19, 20].
Of the 32 CABs in the RASP 2.8a, 28 each contain 16 common analog components: 1
programmable bias operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), 2 programmable input
and bias OTAs, 1 OTA buffer, 4 n/pFETs, 2 multiple-input translinear elements, 4 500 fF
capacitors, and 1 transmission gate. The other 4 CABs contain elements for signal-by-
signal multiplication, i.e., Gilbert multipliers. The routing is a full crossbar switch matrix.
There are multiple levels of routing lines to reduce the capacitance nodes: local, nearest
neighbor, and global.
The core element that facilitates highly dense FPAA systems is the floating-gate (FG)
MOS transistor. No external memory is required when utilizing this switch because it
stores its own value. The FPAA switch topologies are shown in Figure 9, which includes
an indirect programmed FG [12]. One of the most beneficial features of FG switches is that
they can also be used as computational elements [21]. FGs can be programmed to hold any
value between on and off, essentially providing a free bias source.
Figure 10 shows the architecture of the RASP 2.8a FPAA and the connections between
the CABs, routing, and FG switches. The layout is shown in Figure 11, a die photo is in
Figure 12, and relevant parameters are given in Table 1. The chip has been fabricated in a
350 nm double-poly CMOS process through TSMC and is 3 mm × 3 mm. One advance-
ment in this line of FPAAs is the use of nearest-neighbor routing as an alternative to the
existing horizontal/vertical globals and locals. This extra layer of routing creates direct
connections to the nearest CAB to the left, right, top, and bottom. A system of bridge








Figure 9: The three types of FPAA switches. (a) The traditional switch with a separate
memory element. (b) Floating gate switch elements store their programmed value, allowing
for a very area efficient design. (c) Indirect programming reduces the switches in the signal
path.
Table 1: RASP 2.8a device parameters.
Process 350 nm
Die Size 3 mm × 3 mm
Power Supply 2.4 V
Injection VDD 5.6 V
Number of CABs 32
Switch programming time Nrows× 100 µs
Bias programming time 5 ms/element
Programming accuracy and range 9 bits over 100 fA to 10 µA
then connected to the top and bottom local lines if needed. Table 2 shows that by using
these shorter connections, the line capacitance is greatly reduced.
Another advantage presented by the RASP 2.8 line of FPAAs is the incorporation of
on-chip programming [22]. Moving the programming on chip has allowed for much higher
speed operation. The major contributor to this increase in speed comes from the floating-
point current ADC. This is a ramp ADC with an adaptive logarithmic I-V converter on
the front end, which allows for conversions of seven decades of current in 200 µs, which


















Figure 10: The architecture of the RASP 2.8 FPAA. The routing is a full crossbar switch
matrix with floating-gate switches. The FG switches can be used for computation, such as
for vector-matrix multiplier (VMM) weights.
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Table 2: RASP 2.8a routing line capacitance values.
Nearest neighbor vertical 151 fF
Nearest neighbor horizontal 228 fF
Global 763 fF
the gate and drain voltages during injection. When precisely programming (injecting) a
device, the present current value is measured and digitized with the I-to-V ADC. This
voltage reading is then sent off-chip to a microcontroller and used to calculate how many
and what size pulses are needed to converge on the target current. These values are then
passed back to the chip’s shift register through an SPI interface. This register is used to
control the selection lines as well as the gate/drain DACs. A custom printed circuit board
(PCB) was built to control all of the off-chip aspects of the programming, as well as for
testing the chip.
To increase the size of synthesizable systems, the RASP 2.9a was recently introduced.
This FPAA maintains the exact same architecture of the RASP 2.8a, but on a larger scale.
The RASP 2.9a was fabricated in 350 nm CMOS and with a size of 5 mm × 5 mm was
able to hold 84 CABs. By using the same architecture, all of the infrastructure from the
RASP 2.8a is able to be utilized. This chip can synthesize much larger systems by virtue of
it having more CABs. However, in Chapters 3 and 4 we will introduce two RASP FPAAs
with new architectures that change the whole FPAA application space.
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Figure 11: RASP 2.8a layout.
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The coordinated approach to analog signal processing begins with looking at the right hard-
ware primitives. To maximize the computational efficiency of FPAAs, we need to pick a
core processing element that can be readily applied to many common signal processing
systems. Whereas in FPGAs, it is easy to abstract almost any digital system to look-up
tables (LUTs) and flip-flops, the reconfigurable analog processor is much more open ended
as to what the most efficient primitive should be.
This chapter presents the MITE FPAA (MFPAA), which utilizes multiple input translin-
ear elements (MITEs) as the core computational unit [23]. This FPAA utilizes a novel
MITE unit, which takes advantage of commonly connected nodes while still fitting into
a reconfigurable framework. By carefully designing this hardware structure, we can fully
utilize existing synthesis algorithms for large-scale MITE systems. This novel architecture
allows for a synthesis procedure that is elegant in its simplicity and lets us fully abstract
the circuit design for the user. Thus, by using this full-system approach to FPAA design, a
complete tool chain is possible: the abstracted software design environment, the place-and-
route and programming tools, and the analog hardware. This entire platform will open up
MITEs to new audiences as a design tool for implementing low-power signal-processing




















Figure 14: Design flow using a translinear FPAA. Using translinear circuits allows the user
to enter a set of equations, which is then netlisted using existing synthesis procedures. The
circuit is then place-and-routed, and the system is programmed onto the FPAA.
systems. Figure 13 shows how the MFPAA fits into the coordinated-design framework.
The use of translinear circuits as the universal analog block to reduce the trade off be-
tween flexibility and abstraction level has been gaining a lot of recent attention [23, 24, 25].
Using translinear circuits for which known network synthesis procedures exist [26, 27], it
is possible to build a system in which the only input necessary is the set of equations that
describe the system to be implemented. The translinear FPAA will be able to implement a
wide range of circuits, including all linear static equations and most differential equations,
while requiring the user to perform no actual analog design. This idea is illustrated by the
translinear FPAA design flow, shown in Figure 14. Unlike the traditional FPAA design
flow, there are no design or simulation steps required to create the working system. This
will allow users with a background in math, controls, physics, or many other fields to easily















Figure 15: Subthreshold pFET realization of a MITE. (a) Components used to realize a
MITE in a standard CMOS process. (b) Symbol used to represent a MITE.
3.1 Multiple Input Translinear Elements
Ideal translinear elements have infinite input impedance and an exponential voltage to cur-
rent relationship independent of the current level at which they are operating. In addition,
any translinear element can be made to have multiple inputs by simply applying resistive or
capacitive division at the voltage input. MITEs can thus be built using either subthreshold
MOSFETs or BJTs, each of which is stronger in one of the two above specifications [26].
Subthreshold pFETs were chosen for the MITE FPAA to allow the practical implementa-
tion in common CMOS process. The pFET has a current that is exponentially related to its










where I0 is a pre-exponential constant term, κ is the capacitive division between the oxide
capacitance and the depletion capacitance, and UT is the thermal voltage (kT/q). Note that
all voltages are referenced to the bulk, which is the well voltage for the pFET. Furthermore,
as long as the device is in saturation, Vsd > 100 mV, the second exponential term can be
neglected.
Figure 15 shows the subthreshold pFET realization of a MITE, with capacitive divi-
sion used for the introduction of multiple inputs. The current-voltage relationship for this
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where wi, the dimensionless weight applied to an input, is given by Ci/CT , and CT is the
total capacitance at the gate of the pFET. Figure 15b shows the symbol that will be used
for this realization of a MITE. Note that while the subthreshold MOSFET does have nearly
infinite input impedance, the range in which the relationship between current and voltage is
exponential is limited. However, by making the W/L ratio of the MITEs larger, this range
can be increased.
To precisely set the charge on the floating node of the floating-gate pFET, a program-
ming method is used that utilizes two quantum processes: Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and
hot-election injection. This method of programming is vastly superior to simply removing
the charge with UV radiation, because the charge can be precisely set, thus removing any
offset between devices. Historically, gain errors induced by charge mismatch between de-
vices have had a crippling affect on large-scale MITE systems [28]. The specialized MITE
structure in [29] was developed for it to be compatible with the FPAA programming core.
Of particular importance, the use of the on-chip programming core comes at no additional
overhead as it is already built in to program the floating-gate switches [22].
To build complex systems using MITEs, it is necessary to explore what higher level
components are commonly used. Translinear loops and log-domain filters will be empha-
sized because they are commonly used as core elements in most synthesis procedures.
3.1.1 Building Block: Translinear Loops
Translinear loops are well documented building blocks of almost every translinear system
[26, 30]. In a reconfigurable system, fixed loops are used to reduce the amount of recon-
figurability needed. For the reconfigurable system we will use the translinear loop shown
in Figure 16, which can be analyzed by simply solving for each MITE’s diode connected
voltage. For the analysis, we can assume that the floating gates have an equal amount of
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Figure 16: MITE implementation of a 2nd-order translinear loop. (a) Schematic of a 2nd-
order translinear loop. (b) Simulation results of the translinear loop. The multiplication
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charge on them and that both of the MITE’s input capacitors are equal (κw1 = κw2 ≡ w).







− Vi−1, i = 1, 2, 3 (6)





















which can be written as
I1I3 = I2I4. (9)





Simulation results of the translinear loop are shown in Figure 16b. Data was taken as Ia
was swept and the coefficient Ib/Ic was held constant. For higher coefficients, the trace is
not completely straight because the MITEs leave the subthreshold region due to the higher
current levels. The dynamic range (DR) for such a system follows the discussion given in
[31].
3.1.2 Building Block: Filters
Log-domain filters were included in this system as higher level blocks because they are
a building block of almost every dynamic system and are commonly utilized in synthesis
procedures. The synthesis of the circuit, found in [26], is similar to the synthesis of the














Figure 17: MITE implementation of a 1st-order low-pass log-domain filter. The Iτ bias
current connected to the capacitor is used to set the corner frequency of the filter. The
second bias current is set to Iτ in order to maintain unity gain.
where Ix is the input current, Iy is the output current, and τ is the time constant of the filter.






+ Iy = Ix, (12)
where Vy is the log compressed voltage associated with Iy. Taking the derivative of the





+ Iy = Ix, (13)
where w is the weight of the controlling voltage Vy. Noting that CdVy/dt is a capacitive
current (Ic) and τw/UTC can be written as a reciprocal of a bias current (I−1τ ) we can arrange
Equation 13 as
Iτ − Ic = IxIτIy . (14)
This equation is implemented by the circuit in Figure 17, where the right hand side is the
same as the loop derived in Equation 10, and the left hand side is simply the KCL of Ip. In
addition, a gain term can be added to the transfer function by multiplying the second Iτ, the

















































Figure 18: Architecture of the MITE FPAA. The FPAA consists of 17 MITE CABs and
a single IO CAB. The vertical routing between CABs is organized into local, nearest-
neighbor vertical (NNV), and global. The horizontal routing is only global.
3.2 Reconfigurable Architecture
The MFPAA utilizes the base architecture developed for the general RASP 2.8 line of
FPAAs [19]. This results in a system that is a vast advancement over the Reconfigurable
Analog Array of MITEs [24] by using a more computationally efficient MITE element,
incorporating a more complex routing scheme in order to reduce the parasitic capacitance
of the switch matrix, and utilizing on-chip programming [22].
3.2.1 System Architecture
The architecture of the MFPAA is shown in Figure 18. The FPAA is laid out with 18
CABs in a 6 × 3 array, with 17 being MITE CABS and one being the I/O CAB. The RASP
infrastructure incorporates a cross-bar switch matrix for connecting the elements to one
another. The connection between the horizontal and vertical lines is controlled by a single
floating-gate switch, which allows it to store its own value without a separate memory.
Within each CAB, the vertical routing is organized into 10 global, 20 nearest neighbor
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Figure 19: Layout of the MITE FPAA. The FPAA was fabricated in a 350 nm standard
CMOS process on a 3 mm × 3 mm die.
(10 up, 10 down) and 10 local lines. The shorter lines are used whenever possible to reduce
parasitic line capacitance. Each CAB also has 10 global horizontal lines. At the lower end
of the IC is the on-chip programming structure, which selects and programs all necessary
floating-gate switches and MITEs. The layout of the MFPAA is shown in Figure 19, which
was fabricated in 350 nm standard CMOS with a VDD of 2.4 V.
3.2.2 The MITE CAB
The most significant advancements in the architecture of the MFPAA are within the MITE
CAB. To improve the density of computation elements to switch elements, single MITEs
must be replaced with computational blocks with less reconfigurability. The computa-
tion element in Figure 20 was chosen to avoid losing flexibility by trying to maximize the
number of equations the element could implement while minimizing the reconfigurability
needed. This structure is similar to the one analyzed in Section 3.1.1, with Vre f taken from
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Figure 20: Basic MITE computation element of the MITE FPAA. The computation element
consists of 5 input MITEs in a translinear loop configuration and 1 output MITE. The gates
of the output MITE are sent into the switch matrix where they are connected to any of the
input MITE gate voltages.
each CAB.
The CAB also includes a first-order log-domain filter, shown in Figure 28. This is the
same structure discussed in Section 3.1.2, with Vre f taken from Vtau. Again, this was done
to increase the density of the computational elements without losing too much reconfigura-
bility. This also lends itself to implementing previously developed synthesis procedures on
the MFPAA, as dynamic functions can be implemented by combining static functions with
first-order filters [27]. Both the MCE and filter were drawn with W/L = 48 µm/1.2 µm to
increase the subthreshold range.
In addition to the two MCEs and the filter, the CAB includes six bias current generators,
six nFET current mirrors, and a cascode-bias generator. The bias currents are programmed
with floating-gate current sources and are used for implementing coefficients and scaling
currents in the input equations. The current mirrors are used for adding and subtracting as
well as signal routing. The cascode-bias generator, based on Minch’s design [32], creates
all of the cascode biases needed.
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3.2.3 The I/O CAB
The input/output (I/O) CAB is the CAB that interfaces the MITE systems to the outside
world. This CAB contains input voltage-to-current (V/I) converters, output drivers, and
broadcast drivers for inputs. The chip was designed with banks of 10 of each of these com-
ponents. The V/I converter is necessary because MITEs are mainly current-mode elements,
but it is much easier to generate voltage-mode signals off chip, via DACs or function gener-
ators. The output driver is a current mirror with a gain factor of 10 to help off-chip current
meters read the subthreshold MITE currents. In this system, a current-to-voltage ADC
was not incorporated because it was easy enough for to read currents with off-the-shelf
instruments. This capability should be pursued in future systems to allow interfacing with
a programmable processor. The broadcast driver is equivalent to half of a current mirror to
log-compress the current into a gate voltage by a diode connected nFET, which can then be
broadcast to many input nFET devices.
The V/I converter on the MFPAA was designed for both accuracy and speed considera-
tions. The V/I must be able to convert currents on the order of nanoamps without sacrificing
the speed of the entire system. This requires an extremely low input resistance to compen-
sate for the large capacitance of the bonding pad. This is accomplished by using active
feedback, shown in Figure 21, which is similar to the one presented in [33]. The speed of
the V/I can be written as
f−3dB =
1









Rin ≈ 1gm1[gm2rds2 (A + 1) + 1] . (17)
The amplifiers used are simple pFET-input 5 transistor OTAs with a voltage gain of ap-



























Figure 21: Voltage-to-current converter used in the MITE FPAA. The amplifier on the input
side provides an extremely low input resistance allowing for high speed and good accuracy.
The amplifier on the output side reduces mismatch between the input and output currents
by matching the drain voltages of the mirror transistors. The bias currents are provided by
floating gates.
3.3 The Design Flow
An entire software chain has been developed in order to effectively utilize the MFPAA.
The collective purpose of this chain is to implement, in hardware, the equation entered
by the user. The main components of the chain are network synthesis, place-and-route,
visualization and programming.
3.3.1 Network Synthesis
The first step in the software chain is the synthesis of a circuit topology from the input
equation. This topic was thoroughly explored in [27]. To take full advantage of this work,
a set of Matlab functions were written to parse the input equation into modules capable
of being processed by the MCE. First, the expression is prepared for parsing by expanding
it using Matlab’s symbolic toolbox. Since expanding the expression blindly may not lead
to optimal use of components in the MFPAA, an option for the user to create sub-blocks
was included. This is done by using ‘[’ and ‘]’ instead of parenthesis while entering the
equation. Anything included in brackets is treated as its own expression and is replaced by
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Figure 22: A representation of equation parsing for the MITE FPAA. Equations are split at
addition and subtraction signs to create units that will be implemented by MCEs. The user’s
expression is expanded first in order to create a simple parsing tree (left). However, the
user can define sub-blocks by using brackets to replace an expression with an intermediate
variable [right].
‘+’ and ‘−’ signs in order to break it into units containing only multiplication, division, and
powers. These ideas are illustrated in Figure 22.
Now that expressions containing only multiplication, division, and powers have been
obtained, a few special cases must be checked for and taken care of. One of these cases
is an expression that contains fractional exponents. Since MITEs with only two gate ca-
pacitors can only implement powers with magnitudes of 1 or 2, the final expression that
will be implemented can only have integer exponents. This is accomplished by raising
the expression to the lowest integer power that will result in all integer exponents. While
the new expression is now capable of being implemented, the output now has an exponent
other than one. To correct this, the output signal will be fed back to produce an equation











Once functions capable of being implemented with the MITEs are obtained, previous
work can be leveraged to map the functions to an MCE. As described in [27], the fixed
gate connections of the 5 input MITEs contained in each MCE produces a set pattern in the
exponents of the expression implemented. This pattern can be altered by changing where
the gates of the output MITE are connected. The possible patterns are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: MITE FPAA translinear loop exponent patterns.
Gate Connections Input Exponent Pattern
1, 3 +1, -1, +1, 0, 0
1, 5 +1, -1, +1, -1, +1
2, 2 -1, +2, 0, 0, 0
2, 4 -1, +2, -1, +1, 0
3, 3 +1, -2, +2, 0, 0
3, 5 +1, -2, +2, -1, +1
4, 4 -1, +2, -2, +2, 0
5, 5 +1, -2, +2, -2, +2
Exponents with a magnitude greater than two must be realized by connecting the input














In addition, expressions that cannot be implemented in a single MITE Computation Ele-


















While the MITE elements realize the multiplication, division, and powers found in the
user’s expression, addition and subtraction is done through the use of KCL. Intermediate
expressions are summed by simply connecting the current-mode output of each MITE to-
gether, and subtracted by connecting the appropriate output of each MITE to different sides
of a current mirror.
3.3.2 Place-and-Route
While place-and-route algorithms are an area of active research in both FPGAs [34] and
FPAAs [35], the simple algorithm used here is meant to show the possibilities of using a
translinear FPAA in simplifying the software algorithms needed. The algorithm, which
uses the output of the synthesis function, can be broken into two distinct functions—
placement of the components used and routing of the signals between them.
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The placement function breaks the input structure into five main categories—inputs,
outputs, loops, scaling currents, and mirrors. They are placed in that order by searching for
the closest available elements to the I/O CAB. The current biases and mirrors are placed in
the same CAB as the MCE they are operating on. The routing is then performed by picking
the shortest line between elements. To reduce parasitic capacitance, the local lines have the
lowest cost and the globals have the highest cost.
The last major functions in the software chain are visualization and hardware program-
ming. While programming floating-gate transistors has been developed previously [36],
functions have been added to make interfacing with an FPAA much easier. Most impor-
tantly, a GUI has been created to show the output of the synthesis and place-and-route
functions. This GUI shows the FPAA and draws the switches that will be turned on and the
connections between them. It also includes diagrams of the CABs so the user can easily
understand what is being connected. A sample of the GUI is in Figure 23. In addition
to allowing the user to easily understand how the equation is being implemented on the
FPAA, the GUI also allows the user to modify the implementation if they desire.
Once the equation has been synthesized and routed, the list of switches and programmable
elements are programmed on the chip. The setup that allows for this to happen includes
a printed circuit board (PCB), a microcontroller, and a computer for communication [37].
Routines for selecting devices, programming switches, and programming computational
elements are stored on the microprocessor and initiated by communication from the com-
puter. The computer communicates, over either serial or USB, directly from Matlab allow-
ing easy interfacing between the synthesis, place-and-route, and programming code.
3.4 Results
To the test the MFPAA, a wide range of circuits were compiled onto it. First, some static
functions were tested including circuits for multiplying, squaring, and cube root. Next,
dynamic functions were tested. These included a low-pass filter, a high-pass filter, and a
34



































Figure 23: Visualization GUI for interfacing with the MITE FPAA. The GUI output is
shown for a vector magnitude circuit.
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RMS-to-DC converter. The circuits were compiled using the synthesis procedures previ-
ously discussed.
3.4.1 Static Examples





To test this circuit, Ia was swept while Ib and Ic were held constant. In addition, Ib/Ic, was
set to produce a variety of coefficients. The results are shown in Figure 24.
Next, a squaring circuit was compiled onto the MFPAA. The circuit uses a scaling






which describes the system’s input-output relationship. The results of the squaring cir-
cuit are shown in Figure 25. The most important feature of the output characteristic is its
inaccuracy for large input to scaling current ratios. This causes currents larger than the
subthreshold range to flow through the output MITE.
A cube root circuit was also compiled on the MFPAA. The circuit is shown in Figure 26.
The output MITE of another MCE is used to gain access to the output current. Again, a







The results of the cube root are shown in Figure 27. In contrast to the squaring circuit, the
cube root results are more accurate because of its compressive nature.
3.4.2 Dynamic Examples
The first dynamic circuit compiled onto the MFPAA was a first-order low-pass filter. The
filter is included as one of the CAB components on the MFPAA, shown in Figure 28. The
36


































































Figure 24: Results of a coefficient multiplication circuit implemented with the MITE
FPAA. The results are shown in a linear plot (top) and a log plot (bottom) to show both
the accuracy and the dynamic range of the computation.
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Figure 25: Results of a squaring circuit implemented with the MITE FPAA. The results
are shown in a linear plot (top) and a log plot (bottom) to show both the accuracy and the
dynamic range of the computation. Note that the inaccuracy at high output currents is due




Vcas Vcas Vcas Vcas Vcas
Iout
Figure 26: Circuit that implements a cube root on the MITE FPAA. A second output MITE,
from the other MCE in the CAB, is used to gain access to the output current. In addition, a
current mirror is used to feed back the output current to create the cube root.
filter was tested by adjusting the bias currents that set the corner frequency of the filter and
measuring the transfer function. The results are shown in Figure 28b.
Next, a first-order high-pass filter was compiled onto the MFPAA. The filter was built
by subtracting a low-pass filtered version of the input from the original signal. The MFPAA
implementation of this design is shown in Figure 29. Again, the filter was tested by mea-
suring the transfer function for multiple bias currents. The frequency response of the entire
system is more apparent here than in the low-pass filter case. Here, the pass-band shows
the effects of the mismatch due to the current mirror. The results are shown in Figure 29b.
An RMS-to-DC converter was also compiled onto the MFPAA. A combination of three
static and dynamic circuits, in addition to the V/I converter, are needed in order to realize
the converter. First, the input, which has been rectified by the input V/I structure, is squared.
Second, it is passed through a low-pass filter to find the mean. Third, the square root of
the mean is found. The MFPAA implementation of this design is shown in Figure 30.
The converter was tested by varying the input amplitude of a sine wave and measuring the
39






























































Figure 27: Results of a cube root circuit on the MITE FPAA. The results are shown in a









































Figure 28: Log-domain filter of the MITE FPAA. (a) The MITE FPAA uses a standard first-
order MITE log-domain filter in order to implement dynamic functions. (b) The transfer
function of a first-order low-pass filter for various bias currents is shown. The bias currents
used were logarithmically spaced between 3 nA and 41 nA. Note that the highest achievable


















































































Figure 29: Log-domain high-pass filter. (a) The log-domain high-pass filter can easily be
complied into a single MITE CAB. To implement the high-pass filter a low-pass version
of the signal is subtracted from the original signal using the current mirror. (b) The trans-
fer function of the filter for various bias currents is shown. The bias currents used were
logarithmically spaced between 4 nA and 106 nA.
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Table 4: MITE FPAA device parameters.
This work [38]
Process 350 nm CMOS 350 nm CMOS
Die Size 9 mm2 .92 mm2
Power Supply 2.4 V not given
Number of CABs 18 25
No. of T-L elements 272 25
Largest order filter 17th 4th
Bandwidth 200 kHz (measured) 7 MHz (simulated)
Current Range 1 nA - 1 µA 1 nA - 10 µA
Synthesis tools Complete none reported
output current. The results are shown in Figure 30b.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed the design of a reconfigurable MITE system, the MF-
PAA. This MITE-based FPAA was designed, fabricated in 350 nm CMOS, and tested. A
summary of this technology and comparison to another translinear FPAA is given in Ta-
ble 4. It was designed using the floating-gate switch matrix framework of the RASP 2.8
line of FPAAs. Floating-gate switches are a natural choice for MITE systems because they
can share the programming overhead that is already required to program the MITEs. Along
with the MFPAA IC, we also presented an entire chain of design tools: a synthesis tool,
a place-and-route tool, a routing visualization GUI, an evaluation board, and the program-
ming system. This complete system allows the user to go from a system of equations all the
way to a working hardware MITE implementation. In addition to presenting the hardware
and design tools, we demonstrated several working circuits. Static systems such as multi-
pliers and squaring circuits, as well as dynamic systems such as filters and an RMS-to-DC











































































Figure 30: RMS-to-DC converter. (a) The RMS-to-DC converter as it is complied into
a single MITE CAB. The three computational stages are: square, filter, and square-root.
These three functions can each be performed by a single MCE. (b) The output characteristic
of the RMS-to-DC converter. The amplitude of the input sinusoid was swept from 0.1 -
4.5 V. The frequency of the input was held at 500 Hz.
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CHAPTER 4
A DIGITALLY ENHANCED FPAA: THE RASP 2.9V
After discussing the concept of core FPAA primitives, the next step of the coordinated
approach to analog signal processing is to design efficient hardware architectures. As
monolithic integration of analog and digital circuitry pervades the market, integrated circuit
designers are faced with the increasingly difficult task of verifying complex mixed-signal
systems. The most common approach for this task is to simulate the analog sub-system,
fabricate, test the mixed-signal system, and then repeat [39]. We propose that a faster and
more efficient approach is to prototype mixed-signal systems using reconfigurable hard-
ware. In this scenario, the digital portion is compiled to a reconfigurable digital platform
(such as an FPGA) and the analog portion is compiled to reconfigurable analog hardware
(an FPAA). For this mixed system to work harmoniously, the analog portion needs to have
the capability of being digitally controlled. In addition to simple prototyping, digitally
enhanced reconfigurable analog systems are extremely powerful for embedded computing
applications, providing enhanced controllability to digital elements.
This chapter presents the RASP 2.9v, the next generation of FPAA architecture [40, 41].









Figure 31: The coordinated approach to FPAA design: RASP 2.9v.
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The RASP 2.9v includes over 76,000 programmable analog parameters and a varied tool-
box of components (OTAs, FETs, caps, multipliers, T-gates) to synthesize almost any ana-
log system (complete parameters are in Table 5). The RASP 2.9v, unlike previous FPAAs
[19], includes a novel volatile switching architecture. This switching architecture allows
the digital control and dynamic reconfigurability that are important in embedded systems,
especially if the device is working in conjunction with a digital system. Debugging proto-
typed systems is quite easy with this architecture, because the volatile switches can be used
to multiplex internal circuit nodes out to measurement equipment. Figure 31 shows how
the RASP 2.9v FPAA fits into the coordinated-design framework.
While other FPAAs, such as the analog math co-processor in [15], have substantial
digital interfacing capabilities, they tend to have far more limited application space. The co-
processor is designed for ODE computation, while the hexagonal FPAA in [16] is designed
to operate as a single high-dimension Gm-C filter. The higher density and greater variety
of components on the RASP 2.9v permit it to reach a much wider application space.
The embedded digital control structures combine with the high-density analog arrays to
produce the first dynamically reconfigurable FPAA. The digital enhancements were care-
fully designed to maximize their usefulness as control and storage devices, while minimiz-
ing their footprint on the overall chip. This architecture extends the high computational
density of previous RASP architectures, while the digital enhancements enable higher chip
utilization, effectively increasing the size of realizable systems. The digital control also
provides the ability to compile banks of on-chip data converters, which increases the de-
vice’s usefulness in embedded systems.
Another novel advancement of this chip is the hybrid switch matrix, which is com-
prised of both directly and indirectly programmed switches. The previous generation of
FPAAs utilized an indirect programming scheme, which achieves very low switch resis-
tances. However, the precision of these indirect switches has been plagued by mismatch
issues inherent to the indirect scheme. To remedy this problem, direct switch elements
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Table 5: RASP 2.9v device parameters.
Process 350 nm CMOS
VDD 2.4 V
Die Size 5 mm × 5 mm
Number of CABs 18 DAC, 36 Regular, 24 VMM
Programmable > 76,000
parameters
Number of 4728: 6 × 400-bit (vertical),
Volatile Switches 14 × 156-bit (horizontal),
6 × 24-bit (DAC)
Chip I/O 79 Analog, 20 Dynamic output lines
18 compilable DAC
Regular 132 OTA, 168 FG-OTA, 36 T-gate,
CAB Elements 72 nFET, 72 pFET, 36 OTA buffer,
144 500 fF Cap
Programming Volatile Switch: 719 ns
Speed FG Switch: 31 ±2 ms
Analog Indirect FG: 38 ±10 ms
Analog Direct FG: 36 ±8 ms
have been added to the switch matrix, which do not have the same mismatch issues as
indirect devices. The introduction of the hybrid switch matrix eliminates the burden of
characterizing and storing the offset of each switch for every chip. This option allows for
high programming accuracy in a single programming pass, which is extremely valuable
in high-volume production. These new features—dynamic control, on-chip DACs, and
high precision switches—uniquely position this chip as the only platform reported that is
capable of large-scale embedded digitally enhanced analog processing.
4.1 Processing Elements
Figure 32 illustrates the FPAA system-level architecture, with the analog processor at its
core. This processor contains thousands of analog components that can be configured and
routed to implement many analog signal processing systems. The RASP 2.9v features a
novel volatile switching scheme that allows the user to scan thousands of outputs, assert









































Figure 32: Architecture and layout of the RASP 2.9v FPAA. (a) The system-level diagram
shows the analog core and surrounding digital control and interfacing. The analog pro-
cessor communicates directly with the microcontroller via an SPI interface. A complete
software tool chain is available for analog synthesis in Simulink and connects to the hard-
ware platform with USB. (b) The RASP 2.9v IC was fabricated in 350 nm CMOS and













































Figure 33: Structure of the RASP 2.9v CABs. (a) The General CAB consists of com-
mon analog elements: OTAs, MOSFETs, capacitors, and transmission-gates. (b) The DAC
CAB contains an 8-bit register that toggles a bank of switches, allowing for multiple DAC
topologies to be compiled. (c) The VMM CAB contains both regular and floating-gate-
input OTAs, which are commonly used as the front end to the VMM: the FG-OTA for V/I
conversion, and the OTA for the active feedback of the sense transistor.
values.
The analog processing core is composed of analog primitives that are arranged in com-
putational analog blocks (CABs). The various CABs are shown in Figure 33. The IC
contains 78 CABs: 36 for general purpose analog computation, 18 designed for compil-
ing current-mode digital-to-analog converters (DACs), and 24 optimized for performing
vector-matrix multiplication (VMM) operations.
4.1.1 The General Analog CAB
To accommodate the widest possible application space, the largest chip real estate was
given to the general processing CAB. Each general CAB contains 4 operational transcon-
ductance amplifiers (OTAs), 4 FETs (50/50 split of n/p-type), 1 transmission-gate switch
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(T-gate), and 4 500 fF capacitors.
Of the four OTAs, three are fully port accessible and one is connected in unity-gain
feedback. Two of the port-accessible OTAs have floating-gate input stages with a capacitive
divider attenuation of 1:9, which increases the linear input range by a factor of 9 (see
Figure 34). The floating-gate inputs can be programmed to compensate for—or introduce—
a fixed offset. The floating gates are programmed by modifying the charge on the gate with
hot electron injection and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. On-chip circuitry can measure the
floating gate’s state and apply the necessary terminal voltages to modify the charge to the
desired level.
The OTAs all utilize a wide-linear-range 9-transistor topology with pFET inputs. A
floating-gate pFET transistor sets the tail current of the OTAs, which is programmable
from 100 pA to 10 µA. The transconductance of each OTA can be accurately by the bias
current. Control over the transconductance of the device is useful for programming systems
such as analog filters or voltage-controlled current sources. The power consumed by each
OTA is calculated as 2IbiasVDD, where the factor of two is a result of the Ibias flowing in
both branches.
The OTA can also be used as an amplifier with voltage gain. The voltage gain is inde-
pendent of bias current, so we will choose current values only large enough to drive the am-
plifier’s load. For power analysis of systems with voltage-gain OTAs and high impedance
loads, we will choose Ibias of 100 nA, which results in 480 nW of static power.
4.1.2 The DAC CAB
One improvement of the RASP 2.9v over previous FPAAs is the incorporation of dedicated
current DAC sections. The DAC CAB is composed of digitally controlled switches that are
connected to the switch matrix, allowing users to compile binary-weighted current-mode
DACs.
Each DAC CAB contains one 8-bit register, with three CABs down a column connected











Figure 34: Schematic of the operational transconductance amplifier (OTA). Both the reg-
ular and FG-input OTAs use a 9-transistor structure. The bias current is set with an FG
pFET and can be programmed from 100 nA to 30 µA. The FG-input has an attenuation
factor of 1:9 on the input stage for wider input linear range (with lower gain). The FG input
elements can also be programmed to remove any input offset.
six CAB columns). These registers can be configured either to take the serial-data input
from the off-chip source or from the switch matrix. The same configuration setting will
determine if the output goes off chip or into the switch matrix. This capability allows the
digital registers to double as storage for system data.
4.1.3 The VMM CAB
Vector-matrix multiplication is an extremely efficient operation when performed in the ana-
log domain [42, 43]. Because, this computation is such a “killer app” for modern analog
computation, special consideration was taken to facilitate their large-scale design in the
RASP 2.9v.
Each of the 24 VMM CABs contains four pairs of OTAs. In each pair, one OTA is for
the current-scaling active current mirror, and the other is a floating-gate input OTA for V/I
or I/V conversion. Between each pair of devices is a short vertical line to allow repeated
connections to the same column address, drastically increasing routing efficiency. These
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particular floor plan choices increase the dimension of synthesizable matrix multipliers,
while all of the OTAs can still be used for any purpose, resulting in no loss of flexibility.
4.2 Routing and Analog Switches
The RASP 2.9v FPAA is arranged in 13 rows and 6 columns of CABs. A full cross-
bar switch matrix (SM) is incorporated to interconnect the CAB elements to each other.
Nonvolatile switches are located at the intersection of each row and column line.
4.2.1 Routing
Figure 35 shows the routing architecture. The cross-bar matrix contains a mixture of global,
local, and power routing. Each section of SM is composed of 3 global power lines, 11
vertical global lines, and 14 vertical local lines. The global lines span all of the CAB rows,
where the local lines can be connected to each top or bottom neighbor with a bridge switch.
The locals can be reconfigured into global lines, at the cost of higher parasitic resistance
and capacitance. This combination of two line types allows for greater versatility.
Analysis from a similar (but smaller) FPAA structure extracted a parasitic capacitance
of 1.6 pF for global vertical lines, 1.5 pF for global horizontal lines, and 220 fF for vertical
local lines [19]. While the local lines have approximately the same length in the RASP 2.9v,
the global vertical and global horizontal lines are 63% and 50% longer, respectively. We
can use these values to extrapolate respective capacitances of 2.6 pF and 2.3 pF. Good
estimates of these capacitances allow designers to take routing into account when designing
circuits.





. The inclusion of a global Vre f is novel to this chip and was the direct result of
previous FPAA design experience. Many analog signal processing systems use a common
mid-rail voltage that feeds multiple elements. Including a global Vre f drastically reduces
routing complexity. The Vre f line is pinned out where is can be driven off-chip to any














































Figure 35: The CABs are arranged in 13 rows and 6 columns. There are 36 Regular CABs,
24 VMM CABs, and 18 DAC CABs. The routing is a full cross-bar switch matrix with
floating-gate switches intersecting each row and column. This topology allows for great
functional density, as each floating gate stores its own memory and acts as either a switch or
an analog computation device. The volatile switches are controlled by digital shift registers
that span all of the columns (156-bit each) and rows (400-bit each).
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4.2.2 Non-Volatile Switches
The cross-bar SM is composed of programmable floating-gate (FG) transistor switches, of
which there are a total of 76,000. Each element can be programmed using hot electron
injection or Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. The FGs double as reconfigurable switches and
nonvolatile memory that store their own conductance. Since the FGs are analog elements,
they can be programmed to intermediate states, allowing their use for dense analog com-
putation.
The indirect switch programming scheme, shown in Figure 36a, is used for general
routing situations. This structure allows us to measure the programmed current in the in-
direct device (M2)—which shares a gate with the in-circuit device (M1)—while removing
selection circuitry (M3) from the signal path, minimizing parasitic resistances. However,
the cost of this indirect system is the inherent mismatch between the device that is mea-
sured (M2) and the device that is used in the circuit (M1). This effect is not a problem for
fully programmed switches, but can cause a loss in precision when the FGs are used for
computation. This issue can be compensated for by characterizing and storing the offset
coefficients of each device.
Although the mismatch of the indirect switches can be characterized and compensated
for, that is not always a practical solution. Characterization involves testing each element,
a process that involves time (and thus money) for large-volume production. Compensation
would also involve maintaining a memory of the offset for each element. With this in
mind, direct switches, shown in Figure 36b, were added to create a novel hybrid switch
matrix. The direct programming method uses one FG as both the programmed device
and the in-circuit device (M4), so the mismatch between the program-time and run-time
devices for a particular SM address has been eliminated. Figure 36c illustrates the increased
precision in a single programming pass. This method is an important improvement to
the analog processor, which relies heavily on the use of floating-gate switch elements for





















































































Figure 36: The routing structure contains two variations of floating-gate switches: indirect
and direct. (a) The indirectly programmed floating-gate switch provides a very good pass
element because there is no selection circuitry in the signal path. (b) The directly pro-
grammed floating-gate switch was included for improved precision. However, it is not an
optimal all-purpose switch because selection circuitry is added to the signal path for pro-
gramming isolation. (c) Comparison of the two types of floating-gate switches shows that
the direct switch has a much lower first-pass programming error. (d) Each switch shows an
on resistance of about 10 kΩ; the direct switch’s resistance, however, rises sharply at low
voltages because of the pFET in the signal path.
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map all of the coefficients of the chip. To keep the same form factor of the switch cell, a
single pFET (M5) is inserted above the FG-FET (M4) for programming isolation. Because
the pFET has low conductance at low voltages, the direct scheme makes a poor all-purpose
switch. A comparison of the two switches’ on resistance is shown in Figure 36d.
An on-chip programmer, based on the design in [22], is used to program all of the non-
volatile switches and other programmable elements. For the direct-programmed switch,
the routing column measures drain current in program mode. This approach means that all
of the switches down a column must be of the same type: direct or indirect. The global
verticals are therefore subdivided into 3 indirect lines and 8 direct lines, and the local
verticals are subdivided into 6 indirect and 8 direct. The switches are skewed towards the
direct configuration because it is very valuable for precise current sources and multiplier
weights.
4.2.3 Volatile Switches
The incorporation of volatile switches on the RASP 2.9v marks a vast improvement in
digital interfacing compared to earlier FPAAs. The volatile switches are composed of shift
registers that control the selection of T-gate switches, referred to here as registered switches.
The T-gates can connect routing lines to a common I/O bus. Registered switches were
inserted across every CAB row and down every CAB column, for a total of 20 registers.
This new tool allows us to probe any given circuit node in run mode. Figure 37 shows the
volatile switches used to dynamically test and measure the FG switch resistance.
The registers are loaded serially with the SDI line (serial data in), can be read on a
common SDO line (serial data out), and clocked with a dedicated SCLK (serial clock). This
SPI protocol lets the FPAA interface with most modern microcontrollers. The shift registers
are buffered with a data latch that loads on a global chip select (CS). This data buffer allows
us to shift configurations while maintaining the previous switch control. Communication



























Figure 37: The volatile switches can be leveraged to dynamically select which FG switch
to read from in a measurement test.
Some of the registers (the ones in the DAC CAB) can be configured to take SDI signals
from on-chip sources, as illustrated in Figure 38. The timing diagram in the figure shows
that when the select line is disabled, the register is filled from the default external source
(typically a microcontroller). When the select line is enabled, the register is connected to a
line in the SM so that it can be loaded with on-chip data. This option is useful when storing
a digital pulse train that is generated on chip (for instance when synthesizing a sigma-delta
converter).
The registered switches come at the cost of pin count and nonvolatile switch density.
The whole structure requires 29 dedicated pins (4 SPI, 5 address, 20 I/O), reducing the
general analog I/O to 79 pins (based on a 200-pin QFP). This cost is acceptable because
the registers’ 20 I/O greatly expands the chip’s effective I/O because they can serially reach
every circuit net when operated as a scanner multiplexer. The other cost is in density; each
bit of the register consumes the area of 8 FG switches. This approach reduces the available
analog routing lines, as well as 8 local horizontal outputs per CAB. The great improvement
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(b)
Figure 38: Serial data for the registers can be loaded from either an off-chip source or
the on-chip switch matrix. (a) The test setup for loading the register highlights the switch
that selects between on- and off-chip sources. The top graph shows a timing diagram with
trains of zeros and ones coming from each the input sources. The schematic diagram below
it shows each register bit controlling an equally weighted current source for easy read out.




The unit capacitance of the register is simulated to be 50 fF. There are many gates in
the flip-flop, so a lumped unit capacitance is extracted from the dynamic power of 3 uW
simulated for one bit at 10 MHz. The lumped unit capacitance value is used to calculate
the dynamic power of the registers in systems with the equation P = NbitsCunitV2DD f .
4.3 Programming Methods
The RASP 2.9 analog signal processor can be fully programmed and tested with the Math-
works Matlab environment. Furthermore, the general CABs are supported by a Mathworks
Simulink design framework. The user begins by creating a block level diagram of the de-
sired circuit in Simulink, using a library of linear and nonlinear elements. Each block
has both a signal processing function in Simulink and a corresponding SPICE subcircuit
definition. After testing the block diagram in Simulink, the Matlab program ‘Sim2Spice’
compiles the block diagram into a SPICE netlist of RASP 2.9 components [44]. The SPICE
netlist can be viewed independently for debugging or immediately compiled into a switch
list via GRASPER, a C-based place-and-route tool [35]. The switch list represents bias
currents for included CAB elements, analog switch elements, and the digital routing be-
tween the programmed elements and the I/Os. Compiling the netlist and the switch list is
typically accomplished with a single Matlab operation.
To aid in debugging, there also exists the FPAA Routing & Analysis Tool (RAT) [37],
a GUI that illustrates the topology of the programmed switches and CAB elements. Once a
switch list has been generated, Matlab can program the circuit on the RASP via an Atmel
ARM7 TDMI microcontroller. Individual switches can be programmed to within 9.5 bits
of accuracy in less than 50 ms, using methods similar to [22].
Temperature and noise effects are important to any analog designer; however, we are
presenting a platform for countless system implementations. Each system will have its
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own non-idealities; therefore, a global specification cannot be provided. We have, how-
ever, provided an analysis of the line capacitance of the routing fabric, which will be useful
when calculating the SNR of a given system. Future work involves using the routing in-
formation to accurately model individual signal processing blocks. By incorporating these
second-order effects into the Simulink-level blocks, the design engineer will have a better
understanding of the overall system behavior.
The registered switches on the RASP 2.9v are designed to rapidly expedite testing. The
current DACs, shift registers, and off-chip DACs allow the user to insert a desired current
or voltage to any circuit node, and to probe every other node. The shift registers allow us
to test each block individually and to quickly debug and calibrate any programmed device
on the chip. Matlab scripts can automatically perform calibration by comparing outputs
to desired results, modifying the switch list, and reprogramming the circuit for another test
cycle.
4.4 Results and Applications
The RASP 2.9v adds capabilities for on-chip data conversion and digital enhancement,
while maintaining the functionality of the earlier RASP 2.8 chips, which have been used to
implement Gm-C filters, AM receiver, and speech processors [19].
This section reports on the performance of four systems that highlight key improve-
ments of the chip: the current-mode DACs, a large-scale image processor, an arbitrary
waveform generator, and an analog architecture for bitwise arithmetic. Each of these ex-
ample systems would have been difficult or impossible to compile on previous FPAA plat-
forms. The chip is validated by demonstrating a wide versatility of systems that can be
compiled, while achieving comparable performance to systems that were fabricated in cus-
tom silicon.
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4.4.1 Programmable DAC Core
One important use of the chip’s digital infrastructure is to compile current-mode DACs
onto the chip. This new capability allows users to easily apply inputs to current-mode
circuits, using the chip’s SPI protocol. In each column of CABs, SPI controls three 8-bit
DAC CABs connected serially. Taking advantage of the FPAA’s reconfigurable nature,
the chip provides the resources to compile DACs rather than include fixed DACs. This
flexibility allows us to try various topologies, alter the least significant bit, or use that area
for something else if DACs are not needed.
The RASP 2.9v architecture makes it easy to implement binary-weighted current DACs.
Figure 39 shows the schematic and FPAA implementation of a DAC based on individual
current sources. The current source implementation has the benefit of ease and flexibility
of design; even a non-standard mapping can be programmed. Another potential topology is
an FG-based diffuser tree. The diffuser tree implementation has a more constrained design,
but the use of small conductance ratios dramatically reduces temperature dependence.
Figure 39c shows the response of an 8-bit floating-gate current source DAC with LSB
of 0.98 nA. Currently, the setting time of the DAC is limited by the SPI clock speed of the
microcontroller. The system is clocked at 1.39 Mbit/s. This architecture is most efficient
when all three DACs in a column are being utilized. Three DACs in a column can be
clocked in 17.3 µs, yielding an effective SPI setting time of 5.77 µs/sample. For the eight-
bit DAC at 1.39 Mbit/s, the dynamic power consumption is calculated to be 3.2 µW from
Pdynamic = NbitsCunitV2DD f , where Cunit is the unit capacitance of the register. The static




VDD. Our total power at
173 kS/s is thus 3.8 µW. The max INL and DNL are measured to be 2.13 and 1.16 LSB,
respectively (shown in Figures 39d and 39e).
The closest DAC architecture comparison from the literature is the floating-gate current-
mode DAC in [45]. This DAC is based on binary weighted FG current sources where the










































































































Figure 39: The on-chip compilable DAC. (a) The schematic and (b) FPAA implementation
of the floating-gate current-source DAC. (c) The measured results from a compiled 8-bit
current DAC shows an LSB of 0.98 nA. (d) The INL and (e) DNL plots from the 8-bit
current DAC.
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linearity error, but no power or speed numbers. The next closest topology is the floating-
gate DAC presented in [46]. This DAC is cited in Table 6 for a more thorough comparison
because it is very similar to our own, and the DAC in [45] did not include many specifica-
tions. Their architecture also uses floating-gate current sources, but it is slightly different
in that it uses multiple gates to couple onto the floating node rather than programming it
with precise charge. The 8-bit DAC in [46] was fabricated in 1.2 µm custom silicon and
reports INL and DNL of 1.09 and 0.8 LSB respectively. They used an LSB of 3.75 µA and
achieved 5 MS/s at 850 µW.
4.4.2 VMM Applications
Figure 40 illustrates the implementation of a current-mode VMM based on the design in
[47]. The VMM is a modified current mirror that uses the weights of directly programmed
switch elements to multiply the input currents and sum the output currents via Kirchhoff’s
current law (KCL). Negative multiplications can be implemented with a differential config-
uration. Using a constant bias current for inputs allows for consistent speed and power. The
VMM CABs in the RASP 2.9v were created to efficiently place and route this architecture,
utilizing a large proportion of the routing fabric for computational purposes, as shown in
Figure 40b. A more detailed VMM discussion is the topic of Chapter 5.
Figure 40c illustrates the performance of scalar multiplication using the directly pro-
grammed devices compared to using the indirect devices. The advantage of the direct FG is
clearly shown with one programming pass. The direct FG VMM shows accurate 4-quadrant
multiplication of 4.5 bits, whereas the indirect FG system shows significant gain error as
well as large offset error. These errors are traditionally compensated for with multiple pro-
gramming passes using an adaptive process. However, such an adaptive programming step
is not always practical or even possible. By restricting the range around a bias current and
calibrating each multiplication, the accuracy of the direct VMM can be increased to 6 bits.
One application of the VMM circuit in the RASP 2.9v is as a low power front-end image




















































Figure 40: (a) The schematic and (b) FPAA implementation of a 2×2 VMM. (c) Data from
a differential 1×1 VMM. The directly programmed devices in the VMM cab allow accurate
multiplication (to 4.5 bits) on the first programming pass, eliminating the calibration needed
in earlier RASP designs for linear processing. The one-pass programmed indirect-switch
VMM shows significant gain and offset error. Calibration can be used, however, to increase
the accuracy to 6 bits.
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natural way of performing linear operations such as edge detection, smoothing, whitening,
and discrete cosine transforms.
Figure 41 illustrates an image transform system implemented on the RASP 2.9v. The
image is scanned in and a separable transform is performed with two passes: the first is
a convolution with the S1 vector, and the second is a convolution with S2. Data from the
two transforms are shown on the right side of the figure: a 3 × 3 Sobel edge detector and a
9 × 9 smoothing filter. This system makes use of the on-chip DAC because the test image
is being generated by a PC rather than a current-mode imager. This topology highlights
a design feature of the compilable DACs in that they can be configured in serial; we only
need to shift in one new sample and let the other samples shift to the next DAC.
4.4.3 Arbitrary Waveform Generator
The RASP 2.9v is particularly well suited for arbitrary waveform generation (AWG). Fig-
ure 42 illustrates the architecture of an AWG programmed on the FPAA, as well as several
waveforms that were generated. The AWG makes optimal use of the switch fabric, as ev-
ery transistor acts as a memory element, holding the value of the current it will pass to the
output channel. As the shift register scans the rows sequentially, the stored currents of the
elements in that row flow down to the appropriate channels. The scan bits are calibrated
to the number of elements in the stored signal, so that the first row of devices switches on
just as the last row switched off. The waveform frequency is controlled by changing the
scan speed. This structure allows multiple columns to be selected by the row register at the
bottom, to select among many stored waveforms. Additionally, since the waveforms are in
current mode, the register can be set to select more then one column at a time, resulting in
a waveform that is the sum of the two source waveforms.
We used a wide range amplifier in transimpedance configuration as a I-to-V converter in
order to generate easily readable voltage outputs, shown in the lower portion of Figure 42a.
The amplitude and offset of the output waveform was controlled by the amplifier bias and
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Figure 41: Application of the VMM in an image processing system. The image processor
performs separable transforms scanning in the image and convolving by S1 and S2 in two
passes. The kernels chosen for this test are a 3×3 Sobel edge detector and a 9×9 smoothing
filter. The system schematic of the image processor front end shows the on-chip DAC
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Figure 42: (a) Architecture for a 4-Channel Arbitrary Waveform Generator. The volatile
switches short each row to VDD serially, so each column passes the current supplied by
the floating gate element at the intersection with the active row (shown here as empty
circles). The volatile switch lines can be used to choose one channel—or combine multiple
channels—to be converted to an output voltage. (b) Two sine waves generated by the
AWG, using 40 devices scanned at 17.5 kHz and 310 kHz. Note that the FG-OTA has
been programmed to allow different gain and offsets. (c) FFT of the two sine waves. Total
harmonic distortion is -29.5 dB and -25.5 dB respectively. Note the small spike at the scan
frequencies.
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voltage of the current sources to the reference voltage. Although direct switches are used
on the input-current side of the I-to-V, the output voltage signal must be routed on the
indirect-switch lines, so that the output swing is not limited by the high resistance of the
direct switches.
The time response (Figure 42b) and frequency response (Figure 42c) are shown for two
waveform speeds. As with the on-chip DAC, the clock speed is limited by the SPI line
from the microcontroller. Each wave is programmed with 40 elements, with one clocked at
17.5 kHz and the other at 310kHz. These clock speeds result in waveforms that are 437 Hz
(17.5 kHz/40) and 7.7 kHz (310 kHz/40). The number of elements in a waveform can
be expanded up to the full length of the vertical register—400 bits. This AWG structure
is similar to that reported in [48], with our system being compiled in the reconfigurable
hardware and the other being fabricated in custom 0.5 µm silicon. Ours achieves similar
speeds, with the previous design reporting maximum clock of 250 kHz, where the SPI
clock was run up to 1.92 MHz. At this maximum speed, the dynamic power dissipation is
calculated to be 1.11 µW. The system operates with a single bit shifting down the registers,
so we only need to add up the two bits that are changing. The static power is from a
combination of the signal DC current and the I/V stage. The DC current is 100 nA, and the
I/V includes two OTAs: the voltage amplifier operating with 100 nA and the feedback Gm
stage has a bias of 200 nA to sink the maximum signal current. The static power is 1.6 µW,
which results in a total power of 2.7 µW.
4.4.4 Mixed-Signal FIR Filter
The ability of the RASP 2.9v to shift through control bits opens opportunities for bit-wise
arithmetic. A distributed arithmetic FIR filter is a common and powerful bit-wise operation.
An FIR filter has certain advantages over traditional analog filter—such as linear phase—
which motivates its inclusion in our analog toolbox.
The RASP 2.9v is particularly well suited for a current-mode implementation of this
operation. The multiplication of bits by weights is implemented by current sources that can
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be left open or connected to the output, where the addition is achieved simply by KCL.
With the shift register controlling the bitwise activation of the current sources, the full
system can be implemented in multiple ways. A classical architecture for a mixed-signal
distributed arithmetic FIR filter is presented in [49] and involves a straight-forward map-
ping of the digital blocks to the analog domain.
Figure 43 shows a novel architecture for the mixed-signal FIR filter. The filter will
maintain its linear phase, while having an analog input and output signal. The input stage
is a integrate-and-fire sigma-delta converter [50]. The output of this stage is a digital pulse
train, shown in Figure 43b. The spike rate is linear with input voltage and can easily be
modified by the size of the capacitor when compiled, as shown in Figure 43c.
The spike train is sampled by the register and filtered by the weighted current sources.
The pulse width of the sigma-delta converter can be tuned with Vbias to ensure that it
matches the sampling rate of the register. Any filter coefficients can be programmed into
the current sources, where a differential convention can be used to implement four-quadrant
coefficients. Initial results from the low-pass filter are shown in Figure 43d. The output cur-
rent is accurately reconstructing a filtered version of the input signal. The dynamic power
consumption for the 24-bit register is calculated to be 7 µW at 1 MHz. The static power
is a combination of the current sources and the four OTAs. The current sources are each
biased at 10 nA, of which we average that half (12) are on. The two OTAs in the I/V stage
are biased at 100 nA for the voltage amplifier and 300 nA for the feedback Gm stage to
handle the maximum signal current. The V/I OTA and comparator are biased at 500 nA and
100 nA, respectively. The static power is 5 µW, which results in a total power of 12 µW.
This architecture was invented to take advantage of the RASP 2.9v elements; therefore, the
comparisons to other systems must be made based on function rather than exact architec-
ture. Our system falls under the category of floating-gate based mixed-signal FIR filters.
The system in [49] is cited in Table 6 as the closest functional comparison, whereas [51]
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Figure 43: (a) Architecture for the mixed-signal FIR filter. (b) The integrate-and-fire spike
generator produces digital pulses with a frequency based of the input current. (c) The
integrating capacitor size can easily be reconfigured to tune the spiking frequency range.
(d) The output of the mixed-signal system. The initial results show the output current
correctly reconstructing a slow-moving input analog signal.
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Table 6: RASP 2.9v system performance.
This DAC DAC in [46]
Resolution 8 bits 8 bits
INL 2.13 LSB 1.09 LSB
DNL 1.16 LSB 0.80 LSB
LSB 0.980 nA 3.75 µA
Conversion Rate 173 kS/s (SPI speed) 5 MS/s
Power 3.8 µW 850 µW
Number of channels 18 1
This AWG AWG in [48]
Wave 100 nA DC 300 nA DC
100 nApp 100 nApp
Clock 1.92 MHz 250 kHz
Elements 40 64
Power 2.7 µW not reported
THD -25.5 dB @ 310 kHz not reported
-29.5 dB @ 17.5 kHz
This FIR Filter FIR Filter in [49]
Size 24 bit 16 tap
Sample speed 40 kHz 50 kHz
Power 12 µW 16 mW
Filters LPF LPF, BPF, comb
4.5 Conclusion
The RASP 2.9v is designed for mixed-signal computation, with compilable DACs for sig-
nal conversion, VMMs for efficient linear operations, generic analog CABs for many non-
linear operations, and digital registers for digital storage and dynamic reconfigurability.
We have demonstrated a current-mode DAC, a VMM, an embedded image processor, an
AWGs, and a bit-wise FIR filter. These are key building blocks allowing implementation
of high impact systems like analog/software-defined radio [52] and low-power FFT pro-
cessors [53, 54]. A summary of key parameters is provided in Table 5, with a summary of
system performance in Table 6.
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CHAPTER 5
SYSTEM DESIGN: THE VECTOR-MATRIX MULTIPLIER
The algorithm phase of the coordinated approach to analog signal processing is the bridge
between the hardware architecture and the software tools. The primary function of this
phase is to create efficient circuits that implement signal processing functions. The goal of
these efficient circuits is to minimize size, weight, and power (SWaP), which are recognized
as key criteria modern embedded systems. Mobile and tactical systems are often on a fixed
power supply, so creating compact and ultra low power circuits will have a direct effect on
the SWaP of the entire system. Minimizing these costs can result in an increased lifetime,
a lighter load for the carrier, or more space for other processing. Modern analog signal
processing hardware is poised to make huge leaps in power efficiency over the traditional
digital signal processor, but we need to provide the algorithms and circuits that can properly
leverage the hardware.
This chapter presents the implementation of an analog vector-matrix multiplier (VMM)
on the FPAA [47, 55]. The VMM is a core component in many signal processing applica-
tions. Vector-matrix multiplication is commonly performed in FIR filters, 2-D block im-
age transforms, convolution, correlation, and classification [42]. Recently, custom analog









Figure 44: The coordinated approach to FPAA design: VMM.
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VMM cores have provided a low-power, high-throughput tool for signal processing [56].
Several orders of magnitude in efficiency can be gained by allowing the natural physics of
the transistors to perform the multiply and accumulate (MAC) operations. Analog VMMs
have recently demonstrated low-power solutions in such embedded systems as a transform
imager and an OFDM receiver [43, 54]. Although the benefits of analog VMM have been
clearly demonstrated, the systematic design of such a system has only been loosely defined
in the existing literature. The field-programmable analog array (FPAA) is the ideal tool to
incorporate analog signal processing into low-power embedded systems. The FPAA gives
us a workspace to create a systematic discussion on analog VMM systems. We can use
the FPAA to test multiple VMM design choices and put the overall design on solid ground.
Figure 44 shows how the VMM algorithm fits into the coordinated-design framework.
5.1 Building a VMM on FPAA Hardware
This section provides a thorough discussion on the design of analog VMMs. Although the
RASP FPAA is versatile enough to implement any topology discussed here, we will guide
our design choices towards the most efficient use of the FPAA architecture.
5.1.1 Analog Vector-Matrix Multiplication
Vector-matrix multiplication is mathematically defined as ~y = W~x where W ∈ RM×N , ~x ∈
RN , and ~y ∈ RM. We restrict our discussion to real values, since we will be dealing with
physical quantities. To get a sense of the analog elements needed to perform this task, we




wi jx j, i = 1, ..., M. (24)
Each element of the output vector is made up of the inner product of the input vector with
a row of the matrix, an operation requiring scalar multiplication and addition.
Fortunately, by utilizing current-mode signals, scaling and adding are two very easy and






Figure 45: Two implementations of a current-scaling mirror. (a) Traditional current mirrors
scale current based on the fabricated aspect ratio. Although this can perform a fixed coef-
ficient multiplication, it is not reconfigurable post fabrication. (b) By introducing floating
gates into the current mirror, we can set the scaling weight based on the amount of charge
on the floating node.
by mixing two currents. This function requires no power to perform. Scaling currents is
simple to perform as well. One transistor is used to sense the input current and broadcast
the log-compressed voltage, while another transistor receives the voltage and exponentiates
it back into a current. This operation is recognizable as a current mirror, illustrated in
Figure 45. A common CMOS current mirror, shown in Figure 45a, scales current based
on its geometry: Iout = Iin(W/L)2/(W/L)1. This scaling is commonly used to create bias
currents as multiples of a reference current.
Although the common-current-mirror approach performs our desired scaling, the ap-
plication demands a system that is capable of being rescaled after fabrication. Figure 45b
illustrates the use of an FG mirror to create a programmable scaling value [57]. To achieve
ultra low power, we operate each transistor in the subthreshold regime, where the drain




Here, I0 is a pre-exponential constant term, κ is the capacitive division between the oxide
capacitance and the depletion capacitance, and UT is the thermal voltage. For this pFET,
























Figure 46: Two implementations of a source-coupled floating-gate current mirror. (a)
Buffered input stage. The source voltage is buffered with an OTA follower. (b) Log-amp
input stage. A logarithmic amplifier is used to compress the input current.
using gate biases below the threshold value. This facilitates integration with other systems,
because we can leverage the subthreshold current levels without the low VDD values that
typify subthreshold digital design.




κ(V f g,out−V f g,in)
UT ≡ w. (26)
Here, V f g is the voltage on the floating node, which is a function of the stored charge and
any capacitively coupled voltages.
Although the gate coupling of Figure 45 serves the purpose of a weighted current mir-
ror, we can also use the source-coupled topology of Figure 46. Here too, the input current
is sensed, log compressed, and broadcast. This topology allows us to take advantage of
the many thousands of FG switch elements in modern FPAAs, which are two-terminal de-
vices. Source coupling is also beneficial because it eliminates the effect of kappa variation
with input signal. However, whereas the gate is a high-impedance node and has no current
draw, the source will sink current, so it must be broadcast. Figure 46 shows two ways of
broadcasting the source voltage, referred to here as buffered and log-amp stages, respec-
tively. Source coupling involves drawing the input current out of the drain of the sensing
FET, then buffering the resultant source voltage to the output stages. The bandwidth of











Figure 47: Schematic of the analog VMM circuit. The input floating-gate stage produces
a log-compressed voltage representation of the input current. This voltage is broadcast to
the source of each FG element in that row. These FGs produce an output current that is a
scalar multiple of the input current, which are then summed along a column by KCL.
amplifier of [58] as the sensing stage. This incorporates active feedback that increases
the bandwidth to ω = Agm/C, where A is the voltage gain of the OTA, which is typically
100 − 200 V/V on the RASP FPAA.
As mentioned in the previous discussion, the architecture of the FPAA guides the design
of the output array. As defined in Equation 26, each output weight depends on the ratio of
the output FG charge with the input state’s charge. We achieve this ratio by connecting an
FG element’s source to the broadcast line. For the summing operation we get a current-
mode addition by tying the drains of multiple output elements together. This fits exactly
with what is available in the RASP FPAA—an array of FG switches that are source coupled
along a row and drain coupled along a column.
Pulling all of this together, we have the structure in Figure 47. We use the log-amp
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structure to log compress each of the N elements in the input vector, broadcasting the
resultant voltage across a row. Each row has M output-stage FGs, creating the multiplier
weights. The output current of each scaling element is then summed along the M columns.
With FG transistors, the output impedance is mainly degraded by the drain voltage coupling
back onto the floating node. Adding a cascode transistor at the output of each column helps
to reduce the effect of the drain voltage on the computation. Thus, we have successfully
implemented Equation 24 in an extremely compact, highly dense fashion on the RASP
FPAA.
5.1.2 Signal Conditioning
From the structure in Figure 47, it is clear that the input and output currents must be uni-
directional. This requirement results in weights that need to be strictly positive. In this
scenario, we are left with a single-quadrant multiplier—positive signals and weights.
Ideally, we would prefer to have full four-quadrant multiplication—both positive and
negative signals and weights. To achieve four-quadrant multiplication, we incorporate a
differential syntax. We define the signed signal to be the difference between two positive
currents:
Iin = Iin+ − Iin−. (27)




Now, we will utilize a similar syntax for the weights:
w+ = wB +
∆w
2
, w− = wB − ∆w2 . (29)














which is shown in Figure 47. This core multiplier cell has a mesh four times as large as the
single mirror. The final gain of the four-quadrant cell is:
Iout+ − Iout− = (Iin+ − Iin−) · (w+ − w−) . (31)
The differential-signal operation is illustrated in Figure 48 [55]. An additional benefit of
differential signals is that it will remove DC offsets and even-order harmonics.
5.2 Power, Speed, Noise, and Temperature Performance
In this section, we discuss the relevant performance parameters. The power-delay product
illustrates an important trade-off in subthreshold design: speed at the expense of power.
Also, two of the most often criticized shortcomings of analog computation are discussed—
noise and temperature dependence. Although these effects are unavoidable, by character-
izing them we can understand their effects and design the rest of the system to compensate
for them.
5.2.1 The Power-Speed Tradeoff
One of the most attractive features of subthreshold processing is its extreme power effi-
ciency. This efficiency is very important for VMM applications in mobile devices or any
system on a limited power budget. However, this low-power operation comes at the cost of
operating speed, manifest in the power-delay product. This discussion is in similar fashion
to that given in [59].
The input stage is shown to dominate the frequency response of the VMM system. The
small-signal analysis of the input stage follows the analysis given for the log-amp [58]. For
the case where the input capacitance is much larger then the parasitic feedback capacitance,




where Gs1 is the source conductance of the feedback FET, A is the voltage gain of the OTA,
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Figure 48: VMM current mode sweeps. (a) A 1 × 1 VMM; the inputs are swept differen-
tially, to create differential outputs. The multiplier coefficients for this sweep are ±1 and
±0.5. (b) A 2 × 1 VMM; this sweep demonstrates the summation of the two inputs. One
input is swept differentially for each constant value of the second input, resulting in vertical
offsets.
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Figure 49: Linear and log plot of the inverse VMM time constant. The inverse of the time
constant increases linearly with an increase in bias current. The slope of the linear plot
corresponds to an input capacitance of 1.62 pF. The slope of the log plot is 0.99.
and Cin is the total capacitance at the input. The overall system will have also an output
pole due to the I/V conversion stage, which must be accounted for.
Here, the benefit of the OTA can be seen for the log-amp input stage; the input impedance
is decreased from buffered input stage by the factor A, increasing the bandwidth by that
same amount. The typical value of A on an OTA of the RASP FPAA is 100 − 200 V/V, so
a sizable increase in bandwidth can be achieved.







This equation shows us that the operating frequency scales linearly with signal bias, and
thus power. Figure 49 shows the speed of the response of the VMM for given bias currents,
shown both on linear and log plots. The slope of the linear plot empirically gives us an
input capacitance value of 1.62 pF, a reasonable result given the reconfigurable nature of

















Figure 50: Schematic of the 1 × 1 VMM noise model.





The power is approximated as the product of the total current and the supply voltage. The
factor of 4 is due to the power consumed in the OTA of a 1 × 1 cell; it provides current to
supply both the input and output stages, and it has a copy of the total current in each of 2
internal branches. The full power will scale with the size of the matrix: I = 2·row ·(1+col).
This power-delay equation is shown to be a linear function of capacitance and independent
of the signal bias. In the log-amp input stage, the input capacitor has effectively been
reduced by the factor A. The inverse of this product is the computation per unit power.
5.2.2 Noise Performance
On the topic of analog computation, the issue of noise performance is very important.
We will analyze the core 1 × 1 cell of the log-amp source-coupled VMM following the
discussion in [58]. To create an equivalent noise model, shown in Figure 50, we consider
channel noise current sources for each transistor of the FG mirror and the OTA. Since
we are restricting our operation to subthreshold currents, we will neglect flicker noise and
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focus on thermal noise.










Referring the noise to the input, using the noise model î2 = 2qI∆ f [60] and substituting the










∆ f . (36)
We use the bandwidth found in Equation 33 and utilize the relation that the ratio I2/I1 = w.
We note that the amplifier bias needs to source current for each FG of the current mirror,















What this highlights is the increase in noise power with A, effectively decreasing Cin. This
goes back to the trade-off in topologies chosen for higher bandwidth. For lower noise, we
can use a topology without the amplifier or increase the input capacitance. Figure 51 shows
a plot of the current spectral density taken from a VMM compiled on the RASP 2.8a FPAA.
For the current mirror, the input signal is also the bias of the input stage. We will
constrain the VMM operation to weights of a small range around 1, in which case we will
use the average w = 1 for the final signal-to-noise (SNR) relation. With w = 1 and κ ≈ 0.5,
the three terms summed in the parenthesis can each be approximated as unity. The RMS






We see from this equation that this multiplier’s SNR is not dependent on input bias, but
is increased by the input capacitor. However, the performance trade-off with increasing the



















































Figure 51: Current spectral density of the VMM noise. The lower bias current produces
less current noise.
5.2.3 Temperature Dependence
A weight produced by subthreshold-current ratios will see a temperature dependence. This
is unavoidable, but we can characterize it and thus compensate for it. To determine the
temperature dependence, we will rewrite the weight from Equation 26 in terms of a constant





The actual temperature is a change around a constant temperature: T = To + ∆T . Now,
lets say ∆T/To << 1, so To/ (To + ∆T ) = 1−∆T/To. Using the relation from Equation 31,
we have the VMM differential weight in temperature form:
Iout+ − Iout−




























































Figure 52: Temperature dependence of the VMM weight. (a) Plotting the derived equations
shows that we were founded in our assumptions; the linearized model very closely follows
the original equation and the reduced model fits for ∆T within ±50 C. The weights are
normalized to the programming condition (30 C). (b) Temperature sweep of the weights
from the FPAA VMM FPAA. The differential weights are shown to have a much smaller
slope than the single-ended multiplier. The weights are normalized to the programming
condition (30 C).














We benefit from the differential structure by seeing the even-order terms drop out. From
this, we can drop the higher-order terms based on our original constraint that ∆w < 1. We










To verify our assumptions when deriving this simplified model, we have plotted Equations
42–44 in Figure 52a. A comparison is shown in Figure 52b of the weight versus tem-
perature for the differential- and single-ended cases. The differential case is much less


























Figure 53: Schematic of the VMM temperature compensation circuitry. The diode-
connected nFETs at the output cancel the temperature dependence of the multiplier weight.
The input differential pair with PTAT current source will have no temperature dependence.
With the temperature dependence now defined, we can design the surrounding struc-
tures to compensate for this dependence. One common way to introduce a temperature
term in the numerator is to pass the current-mode signal through a diode-connected nFET.











By taking the signals differentially and expanding the log terms, Equation 45 is:











canceling the temperature dependent term.
On the input side, we can introduce a temperature-neutral V-to-I stage with a differential
pair. For the differential pair to be temperature neutral, it should have a proportional-to-
absolute-temperature (PTAT) current source. This overall system is shown in Figure 53.
The VMM is now in voltage mode, which makes it much easier to interface with other
elements in an embedded system.
Table 7 shows a compilation of the performance metrics discussed in this section. The
parameters are calculated for three common values of signal bias, based on a single differ-
ential cell (2 × 2). In the calculations, we used the input capacitance found in the delay
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Table 7: Summary of theoretical performance parameters for a 1×1 differential VMM cell.
We use: rows (r) and columns (c) = 2, Cin =1.6 pF, VDD =2.4 V, A=165, and w=1.
Property Expression 100 pA 1 nA 10 nA
Bandwidth ( f ) AI2πCinUT 63 kHz 630 kHz 6.3 MHz







3.1 pA 31 pA 310 pA






30.2 dB 30.2 dB 30.2 dB
measurements and w of 1. The computation per power (MMAC/µW) is the inverse of
the power-delay product in Equation 39. The computation per power and SNR are shown
to be constant and independent of bias. The 45 nW for 1 million MAC operations used
by this source-coupled architecture is a marked improvement in power efficiency over the
270 µW in the custom analog VMM in [56], which was itself a 1,000 times improvement
over commercially available DSPs.
5.3 Methods and Tools for FPAA VMMs
In this section, we discuss the practical matter of implementing a VMM into an embedded
system. We provide a full discussion on the density issues when utilizing an FPAA. To
make it easy for engineers to utilize analog VMMs, we have incorporated it into the soft-
ware compiler tools. In addition, we discuss a few supporting blocks, also supported by the
software tools, that make designing full systems very easy.
5.3.1 FPAA Density
The architecture of the RASP FPAA is particularly well suited to implement the VMM
structure discussed in Section 5.1. By utilizing the FG switches for computation, we can
effectively use the switch matrix as the VMM mesh. Figure 54 shows an illustration of how
the core differential 1 × 1 MAC block can be compiled into the switch matrix.
When discussing VMM density, the question arises of how large of a VMM can be
















Figure 54: Map of the 2 × 2 VMM implemented with FPAA switches. The VMM utilizes
floating gates programmed as both switches and computational elements. This allows very
efficient utilization of all chip area and results in highly dense multipliers.
computation. The RASP 2.8a is one of the most recent and advanced FPAAs, with 55
general I/O and a 16-bit scanner I/O block; however, newer and larger RASP FPAAs are
continuously being developed for which the same analysis will hold.
When using an entire FPAA solely for a VMM, the first constraint is the analog I/O
limit. With 55 I/O, the largest square computation would be 27 × 27. Of course, the matrix
by no means has to be square. In addition, the on-chip scanner can be used to multiplex
multiple results to a single I/O pin. With the scanner, a 55 × 16 VMM is possible, with the
16 outputs being available in series.
The discussion gets more interesting if dealing with a VMM internal to a system on the
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FPAA, where the signals do not need to be pinned out. In this case, the density is routing-
limited. The RASP 2.8a is symmetric with 4 identical columns of CABs (cabstacks) that
can be treated independently in the calculation and summed down the rows. Each cabstack
contains 21 OTAs and 32 vertical lines. By referencing the diagram in Figure 54, we see
that each input needs a vertical line and an OTA, each output needs a vertical line, and the
reference voltage needs one vertical line. Each cabstack VMM has the constraint that the
inputs and outputs add to no more than 31, with no more than 28 inputs. The total VMM is
then four times this number by accounting for the four cabstacks. To put in numbers, one
possible VMM is calculated to be 82 × 10.
5.3.2 Compiler Tools
To make it as easy as possible to design FPAA systems with the VMM block, we have
incorporated it into the Simulink compiling tool, Sim2Spice. This tool allows engineers to
design analog signal processing systems at the block level in Simulink, then compile that
design onto the FPAA [44]. A more thorough discussion of the Sim2Spice tool is the topic
of Chapter 6.
By adding a block to the Simulink library, the main objective is to abstract the design
to as simple as allowable. The Simulink tool compiles down to a netlist, so full transistor-
level simulation can be done in SPICE. The Simulink model will capture the important
signal attributes without bogging down the simulation time. Certain design parameters are
abstracted and presented to the user in a fashion that is intuitive. Figure 55 shows the block
design of a system in Simulink using the VMM and the GUI dialog box that corresponds
to the VMM. A graphical interface (the RAT) is provided to visualize the compiled chip
utilization, shown in Figure 56.
Once the VMM design is compiled from Simulink, it can be programmed and tested
using the RASP Program & Evaluation (RPE) board [37]. This platform allows the user to
fully test the system before embedding it into a larger system. The RPE board communi-























Figure 55: (a) Simulink block level design for a VMM system, including supporting blocks.
The Sim2Spice tool is used to compile this block diagram down to object code ready to be
programmed on the FPAA. (b) The Sim2Spice parameters for the VMM block. Rather
than overwhelm the user with circuit specifics, the functionality has been abstracted for
high-level system design.
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Figure 56: VMM visualization with the RAT tool. This tool allows the user to view and
modify the switches that will be programmed on the FPAA.
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and 12 ADC channels for testbenching systems.
5.3.3 Supporting Blocks
In addition to the core VMM block, it is helpful to have several supporting blocks available
in the design library. Since the VMM is a current-in/current-out system, we have created
several signal conversion blocks to transform the input/output into the voltage domain.
The V/I block is shown in Figure 57a. The design for this block was highly motivated
by the CAB elements in modern FPAAs; this particular design only needs 1 wide-linear-
range OTA. The expanded linear range is a result of the capacitive attenuation on the input.
Other V/I converters are certainly possible, such as the differential pair discussed in Section
5.2.3, which is good for designing for temperature.
The I/V block is shown in Figure 57b. Again, this design was highly motivated by
the CAB elements, relying on OTAs. Here we display the output characteristics of a tran-
simpedance amplifier (TIA). The TIA has the benefit of being able to convert bi-directional
currents, although this means that the two differential output currents of the VMM must
first be combined with a current mirror.
As a final example of Simulink supporting blocks, the voltage reference is shown in
Figure 57c. This is implemented with a single FG-input OTA with negative feedback. By
programming a different ratio of currents on the inputs, we can effectively create a fixed
output voltage on the OTA. This block is useful for setting all of the references, without
burning any I/O pins, which are valuable for large dimension VMM computation.
5.4 Conclusion
We have presented a thorough design methodology for implementing a vector-matrix mul-
tiplier on a field-programmable analog array. We first highlighted the power of analog
signal processing and FPAAs in particular. FPAAs provide an ideal framework for ultra
low power in embedded system design. We next described the structure of the analog
VMM and discussed some of the topology trade-offs. The trade-offs became clear in the
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Figure 57: Supporting blocks for the VMM. (a) Input stage V-to-I converter, (b) output
stage I-to-V converter, and (c) programmable voltage reference. The design for these
blocks was highly motivated by the available components in the FPAA, in this case OTAs.
analysis section where we had to balance the speed, power, noise, and temperature per-
formance. The topology that we focused on proved to have extremely high computational
power efficiency. Lastly, we elaborated on the practical implementation. There is an entire
tool-set infrastructure available for designing analog systems in Simulink and compiling to





With the concept of analog computing algorithms in place, the next step of the coordinated
approach to analog signal processing is to design high-level software tools. Traditionally,
engineers implementing signal processing algorithms in digital hardware rely on a large
body of work and software tools to simplify the compilation. These software tools use well-
developed and intuitive interfaces to allow engineers who may have little-to-no familiarity
with circuit design to benefit from the advantages of dedicated hardware. The current effort
to advance the FPAA hardware and algorithms has resulted in drastically larger and more
complex systems that are possible. Thus, it is a necessity to have software tools comparable
to the digital flow to manage such large systems.
This chapter presents Sim2Spice, the top-level design space for analog signal process-
ing with the FPAA [44, 61]. This tool allows users to create systems in the Simulink
environment and compile the designs down to the FPAA hardware. This capability allows
the design flow for analog signal processing systems to be more in line with what a user
would expect from a digital flow. Figure 58 shows how the Simulink design tool fits into
the coordinated-design framework.









Figure 58: The coordinated approach to FPAA design: Sim2Spice.
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6.1 Analog Synthesis
While early versions of FPAAs were modest enough to route circuits by hand using fuse
charts, this is quickly becoming impossible. The more recent FPAAs, such as the recon-
figurable analog signal processor (RASP) 2.8 [19], have fifty-thousand switches and 32
CABs, and they are only getting larger. In addition, newer FPAAs are far more robust than
their predecessors and can support larger and more complicated signal processing systems.
With this increase in size and complexity of FPAA systems, higher-level synthesis tools are
a necessity—hand routing is no longer a reasonable option.
We have chosen Mathworks Simulink as our high-level design space because it allows
for the implementation of signal processing systems in software with an intuitive graphical
interface, not to mention many DSP engineers are already familiar with the program. The
user connects together functional blocks and has the ability to simulate the system using a
variety of simulation tools. Digital designers have already realized the power of Simulink
and have developed software tools to compile Simulink block diagrams to reconfigurable
digital hardware on an FPGA, as in [62] and [63]. On the analog front, there have also been
tools investigated to allow support for certain FPAA designed to be done in VHDL-AMS
[64]. However, we chose Simulink over AMS as our high-level design space because the
graphical block-based user interface is an important complement to the text-based SPICE
netlist.
Our tool, Sim2Spice, is the top-level compiler of an entire tool chain for configuring
FPAAs, a diagram of which is shown in Figure 59. This tool allows users to utilize our cus-
tom library of analog signal processing blocks to create designs in Simulink, then compile
that design down to a SPICE netlist. From there, the GRASPER tool is used to place-and-
route the netlist to the FPAA, and the RAT tool is used to visualize and modify the routing.
This complete set of tools now provides a useful interface for engineers outside the ana-
























Figure 59: The complete tool set is comprised of Sim2Spice, which converts a Simulink de-
sign to a SPICE netlist, and GRASPER, which converts a SPICE netlist to a set of switches
for programming on the FPAA.
6.2 From Simulink to SPICE: Sim2Spice
The Sim2Spice tool is the front end of the tool set; it takes in a model (.mdl) file from
Simulink and generates a SPICE netlist, ready for further simulation or place-and-route
[44, 61]. The program is composed of two main parts, the Simulink model parser and
the SPICE netlist generator, which are shown along with the library in the dashed box of
Figure 59.
6.2.1 Simulink Model Parser
The parsing of a Simulink model file is done in Matlab and relies on a custom Python
script. The script is packaged as an executable file, allowing it to be called directly from
Matlab without the installation of Python. The input to the program is a Simulink model
file. An example section of a model file is shown in Figure 60, which displays the vector-
matrix multiplier (VMM) and winner-take-all (WTA) blocks. The output of the parser is a
Matlab structure containing the blocks and connections (lines) that comprise the system as
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    Block {
      BlockType        Reference
      Name        "VMM 1"
      Ports        [2, 1]
      Position        [105, 88, 305, 152]
      SourceBlock       "ASP_library/VMM"
      SourceType       "VMM"
      elements        "[1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 1]"
      tau               "1us"
      diff_in             "off"
      diff_out        "off"      
    }
    Block {
      BlockType        Reference
      Name        "WTA1"
      Ports        [1, 1]
      Position        [330, 103, 440, 137]
      SourceBlock       "ASP_library/WTA"
      SourceType       "WTA"
      size             "3"
    }
Figure 60: An example section of a Simulink model (.mdl) file. This example shows a
representation of the vector-matrix multiplier (VMM) and winner-take-all (WTA) system,
which is described in Section 6.4.3.
well as all associated block parameters and values. Python was chosen as the language for
the parser due to the ease of parsing text with the PyParsing package [65].
6.2.2 SPICE Netlist Generator
The netlist generator takes the structure created by the parser as an input and converts it
to a SPICE circuit netlist, utilizing the circuit netlist elements associated with each block
contained in the component library.
First, the netlist generator reads a list of all block types from the component library,
followed by a description file associated with each block type. The description file lists
attributes of the block, such as user-specified block parameters and input/output port pa-
rameters. At this point, the parser executable is called to read the model file and search for
blocks and the associated parameters. The structure created by the parser contains an array
of blocks and an array of lines.
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Next, the netlist generator makes several passes over the parser’s output arrays, finding
and naming common circuit nets between blocks. At this point, the lines between blocks
can be of a variety of forms: vectorized, single-ended, or differential. During compilation,
no exhaustive DRC is performed; however, the netlist generator will check if vectorized
signals are of the same dimension between blocks. We also use a color coding scheme in
the blocks to match signal type, such as blue for current-mode and red for voltage-mode
signals.
The final step involves assembling the actual netlist. The program calls a user-defined
Matlab script, the build file, for each block. The build file receives as an input the user-
specified parameters for that specific instance of the block type and returns an array of
strings, representing individual lines of the text-based SPICE circuit netlist for that block
instance. The netlist generator combines the netlists for each block into one netlist and
keeps global net names unique by making use of subcircuits to encapsulate each block
instance. The inport and outport blocks from Simulink become input and output nets in the
SPICE netlist.
6.2.3 Component Library
The Simulink block library is our collection of the pre-defined blocks. This library allows
one user to create a functional block and share it with the other users of the Simulink tool.
This enables us to design systems with blocks that are already tested on the FPAA, without
having to redesign them. In this sense, the library is very much “open source;” anyone
who creates a working system is encouraged to build the corresponding Simulink block so
that others can utilize the design. Additionally, some components in the stock Simulink
toolbox are mapped to analog circuits to help the user optimize designs. Any such block
that is given a circuit equivalent in the library will be realized in the SPICE netlist.
The analog Simulink blocks are defined by Level-2 M-File S-Functions and their cor-
responding circuit netlist elements. We have designed the system to make it as easy as
possible to add new blocks to the component library. When adding a component to the
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library, there are 4 main files that must be written:
1. S-function Simulink block. The first step is to create the physical block as a Simulink
S-function block. The number of ports and their names, as well as the input param-
eters, are defined here. There is also a field for the designer to write a description
about the functionality of the block, which is useful for future users.
2. Simulink (.m) behavior file. This file defines the behavior of the block in Simulink
simulations. Here, the designer describes what mathematical function the block will
perform on the incoming signal. The behavior can be as detailed or as high level as
the user wants. For instance, for the WTA block, the user can simply allow the block
to output a high or low corresponding to the “winner” or “losers,” or try to accurately
describe all of the transistor subtleties. Since a true transistor level simulation can be
done in SPICE, in the essence of design and simulation time, it is recommended that
this block be made as ideal as allowable. A further discussion on macromodeling is
given in Section 6.2.4.
3. Matlab (.m) build script. This file tells Matlab how to build the netlist that corre-
sponds to the block. In general, this file consists of loops that print text-based SPICE
subcircuits according to the block parameters. The name of this file must be the same
as the definition file, with “build ” appended at the beginning.
4. Description (.desc) file. The description file defines the list of parameters that the
parser will look for when it reads the model file.
The library is comprised of over 60 different parts and is growing constantly as users
continue to add new blocks. As of this writing, there are several libraries of blocks in 5
different sub-categories of functionality and abstraction, including analog signal process-




Figure 61: The Simulink component library. (a) The Matlab GUI presents the user with all
of the available component libraries. (b) Expansion of the Analog Signal Processing library.
Blocks are continuously being added to the library as other users share their functional
blocks.
Figure 61 shows the GUI that organizes the library into sub-libraries. In this figure,
the analog signal processing sub-library is broken out to show the available components.
Figure 62 shows the dialog box that appears for a specific block, the VMM, allowing the
user to edit the parameters of the block. In this case, the user is allowed to edit the matrix
elements, the time constant, and the signal representation. During the build cycle, the
resulting VMM will consist of floating-gate transistors tiled and programmed according to
the elements parameter and the bias current set according to the tau parameter. An example
of a Simulink system using this VMM is demonstrated in Section 6.4.3.
One interesting aspect of building an analog component library is that it allows us to
define what we consider analog signal processing blocks. This area, surprisingly, is not as
defined as it could be. Although there have been books written on the area, notably [66],
most analog signal processing is still done at the custom level, without the use of pre-made
blocks. This gives us the freedom to invent the blocks that fit our needs with the hope that
once they are built, the community will be inclined to use them as standard analog blocks.
6.2.4 Macromodeling
The need for a Simulink behavior file brings up the issue of macromodeling. Macromodel-
ing is the design of a functional block that captures the desired performance, without being
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Figure 62: The block parameter window for the VMM provides a brief statement about
the usage of the block, and asks the user to specify several needed parameters: the matrix
elements, the desired time constant, and whether the inputs and outputs are to be single-
ended or differential.
overly detailed. While there have been previous discussions on the varieties of macromod-
els for Op Amps [67], the same design process needs to be extended to the other analog
signal processing blocks. To design large systems with the Simulink tool, we need to have
blocks that are accurate enough to demonstrate that the system works, without being overly
complicated that it makes the simulation time too long or muddles the results.
One example of macromodel design is for systems utilizing many operational transcon-
ductance amplifiers (OTAs). As a first pass over the system, the user would want to test
the simple functionality. To test first-order functionality, as quickly as possible, the user
would use the basic linear transconductance to define the OTA. This model is the quickest
for computation, but will not include the important non-linearities of the OTA. To simulate
the non-linearities the tanh function should be used to characterize the OTA. This model is
sufficient for testing the DC characteristics containing many OTAs. Figure 63 shows the
match of the tanh to a FPAA OTA sweep.
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Figure 63: OTA tanh model and FPAA data. The smooth curve is a tanh function, which
can be used to model the OTA. The bubbles are data taken from the FPAA hardware.
Once the general functionality of a system has been established, the models can be
made more detailed to show certain design metrics. One metric important to most signal-
processing systems is signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To test the SNR, a noise component
needs to be added to the blocks. For the OTA, we can easily incorporate a noise source by
adding Matlab’s random number generator to the model. This noise source can be made
to have the same power spectral density as the amplifier we expect to use. By using these
simple models with only the features we are directly looking to test, we can get a better
feel for the way the system as a whole is working, with a much shorter simulation time. A
more detailed discussion on macromodeling is the topic of Chapter 7.
6.3 From SPICE to Analog Hardware
The next step in the process chain is to compile the SPICE netlist onto the analog hardware.
The GRASPER tool is used to place-and-route the netlist onto the FPAA, and the Program
& Evaluation board, along with the programming interface tool, is used to target the hard-
ware. Along the way, the systems can be simulated in SPICE, using custom sub-circuits,
and the routing can be viewed and edited with the RAT visualization tool.
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6.3.1 Place-and-Route
GRASPER, developed by Faik Baskaya, is the place-and-route tool used for targeting
SPICE netlists to the FPAA [35]. The output is a list of switch addresses and the val-
ues to which they should be programmed, given in the format: (row, column, prog value).
The (row, col) address refers to the desired floating gate’s location in the crossbar matrix
[68]. The programmed value indicates if this floating gate is intended as a switch or a
computational element. A programmed value above approximately 30 µA will result in a
switch that is all the way closed (we often simply use the value 1) and any value below
this will describe the amount of current that the FG-pFET is programmed to pass with its
source at VDD. This list of switches can then be targeted directly onto the RASP family of
FPAAs. In the GRASPER netlist input file, the particular FPAA is specified by the device
(.dev) file. The device file describes all of the important attributes of a given FPAA, such
as: number and type of horizontal and vertical lines, CAB elements, and I/O lines. By
including this file, GRASPER will be compatible with future generations of FPAAs and
routing structures. Figure 64 shows the flow of a circuit being mapped to the FPAA and the
corresponding object code.
6.3.2 SPICE Library
Although the FPAA’s CABs contain pre-defined circuits, in order for SPICE to accurately
simulate a design, these CAB elements need to be implemented as subcircuits. Most of
these subcircuits are straightforward one-to-one mappings, such as the MOS elements,
500 pF capacitors, and T-gates. However, several CAB elements use floating gates as
programmable current sources, in particular the OTAs. For these, an ideal current source is
used in the subcircuit for simulation purposes and that value is then passed to the FPAA as
the floating gate target value.
One problem that arises is how to model the floating-gate elements when they are ex-
plicitly used in the circuit. Examples of this occurrence are the floating-gate input OTAs,
the MITEs, and the switch elements used for computation. The problem is a result of the
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 [28, 1, 1; 
 33, 12, 1; 
 29, 18, 1; 
 32, 18, 1; 
 34, 18, 1;
 32, 32, 1e-9]; 
(c)
Figure 64: RAT visualization of a low-pass filter. (a) The schematic of a first-order Gm −C
filter. This system is complied into an object code that can be programmed onto the FPAA.
(b) The RAT tool displaying the connectivity of the filter. The CAB elements are illustrated
on the right, with the switch matrix on the left. The nets are highlighted in red to indicate
what rows and columns the switches have connected. (c) The object code for the filter
consists of a list of the switches that were displayed in the RAT GUI. The first five entries
























Figure 65: Floating gate SPICE model. This model is needed because SPICE cannot imple-
ment a true floating-gate transistor. The model closely resembles the indirect programming
structure used on the FPAA. Under DC circumstances, the floating gate model resembles
the upper equivalent circuit: a normal pFET with a fixed potential on the gate. Under AC
conditions, the circuit will act as the lower circuit; the gate programming voltage will be
coupled onto the floating node.
requirement in SPICE that each node needs a DC path to ground to set the operating point.
Therefore, gates cannot be left floating.
One popular model is to simply place a DC voltage source on the gate through a large
resistor (for instance, 1026 Ω). Although this achieves reasonable results, the DC voltage
does not intuitively translate to the programming current. Therefore, we chose the model in
Figure 65, where the target current is driven through the indirect transistor and mirrored to
the in-circuit device. This model was chosen because it allows for the programming current
value to be directly used in SPICE and the circuit closely resembles the actual schematic
of the indirect programming system [12].
6.3.3 RAT Visualization Tool
The Routing and Analysis Tool (RAT), developed by Scott Koziol and David Abramson,
provides a graphical way to view and edit the compiled circuits [37]. This visualization
tool has proved to be invaluable when designing and debugging on the FPAA because it
has eliminated the need to draw fuse charts. The input to the RAT is a programming (.prg)
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file that includes the switch list in the form output by GRASPER. By running the command
FPAA RAT main( f ilename.prg), the GUI of Figure 64b is launched. The window shows
a zoomable image of the FPAA routing structure and CAB elements. The routing lines
are color coded by type and the I/O ports are clearly labeled. The switches from the input
list appear as large black dots connecting the corresponding horizontal and vertical lines,
and if a particular switch is used as a computational element, it is shown with a green
circle around it. The lines connecting elements are highlighted in red to easily follow the
connectivity of a particular net.
In addition to being able to view a circuit, modifications can be made to it. Switches can
be added or deleted and the connectivity highlighting will be updated accordingly. Once
modification is complete, the new design can be output into a new programming file that
has the same file name as the input file, but with “ out” appended to the end of it.
6.3.4 Program & Evaluation Board
The custom four-layer PCB in Figure 66 was built to program, communicate with, and test
the RASP family of FPAAs. This evaluation board communicates over and is fully pow-
ered by USB. Additionally, the board has the capability to be powered by a 5V DC supply
and communicate over a serial connection. The board is controlled by an ATMEL ARM7
microcontroller for handling instructions from the computer using Matlab commands. It
also includes a 40-channel 14-bit DAC, a 4-channel 8-bit ADC, audio input/output ampli-
fiers and jacks, and all of the programming circuitry not already on chip. For maximum
control and flexibility, almost every signal is pinned out to a header: all 52 FPAA I/O (4 to
SMA connectors), the 40 DAC channels, 4 ADC channels, and many of the microcontroller
and programming lines. The analog VDD plane is jumpered so power measurements can be
taken.
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Figure 66: The Program & Evaluation board. This board communicates with Matlab over
a USB connection. The board contains a microcontroller for controlling the programming
algorithms, a 40-channel DAC and a 4-channel ADC for creating and reading test signals,
and all necessary power management circuitry.
6.3.5 Current FPAA Chips
The bottom level of the tool chain, and really the heart of the system, is the FPAA itself.
The most recent and advanced line of FPAAs is the RASP 2.8, which was designed in a
350 nm double-poly CMOS process. This FPAA offers several drastic improvements over
its predecessors [69].
With a die size of 3 mm × 3 mm, the RASP 2.8 was able to contain 32 CABs and
incorporate multi-level routing. This new system of routing maintains the flexibility of the
previous FPAAs while also providing more dedicated lines. These dedicated routing lines
connect each CAB to its four nearest neighbors: top, bottom, left, and right. By providing
this nearest neighbor connection, the lines are made shorter and thus have less parasitic
capacitance.
Another advancement is the movement of most of the programming infrastructure on-
chip [22]. By moving the control DACs, current measurement systems, and the ADCs on
chip, we have seen a drastic speed up in programming time and an increase in accuracy.
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The programming time is down to 50 ms for full-accuracy analog switches, which is a con-
siderable speed up from 500 ms reported in [36]. The increase in accuracy and dynamic
range comes from including a log-amplifier in the current-to-voltage conversion. This am-
plifier expands the lower range of the measurements to sub-picoamps, whereas the lower
limit was around 100 pA for off-chip measurements. The on-chip migration has also al-
lowed the form factor of the entire system to shrink. Whereas the previous system was the
size of a shoe box and contained three separate boards [70], with the on-chip programming
we only need the single 4.6 in × 5.6 in board discussed in the previous section.
In addition to the architectural advancements, the RASP 2.8 line was developed with
four different varieties of chips for targeted applications. The different models of the
RASP 2.8 line all use the same routing and programming infrastructure, but vary by their
CAB components.
1. The general purpose FPAA: RASP 2.8a [20]. This is the most commonly used FPAA
and contains common analog building blocks in its CABs: OTAs, n/pFETs, capaci-
tors, T-gates, floating-gate elements, and Gilbert multipliers.
2. The bio-FPAA [71]: RASP 2.8b. The bio FPAA contains neuron and synapse mod-
els in its CABs. By using the reconfigurable nature of the FPAA, the neurons and
synapses can be arranged into computational neural networks.
3. The sensor-FPAA [72]: RASP 2.8c. This FPAA contains a specialized sensor inter-
face and capacitive sensor CAB elements.
4. The MITE FPAA [23]: RASP 2.8d. This FPAA contains multiple-input translin-
ear elements (MITEs) as its computational primitive. The CABs are made up of
translinear loops of MITEs, which can perform various mathematical operations. A
more detailed discussion on the MITE FPAA is the topic of Chapter 3.
Each chip in the RASP 2.8 line is compatible with the compiler tools because they
contain the same routing architecture. However, each chip will require specific library
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blocks because the CAB elements are different. Some blocks can be universal; for instance
the Gm −C filter block can be compiled to any chip with OTAs and capacitors. But library
blocks designed for a primitive that is unique to a specific FPAA will need to be targeted to
that chip. For instance, a block designed specifically for synthesis to translinear loops will
need to be targeted to the MITE FPAA, or modified for the discrete MITEs in the general
purpose FPAA.
6.4 Example Systems
To demonstrate the capabilities of our high-level Simulink tool, we have constructed the
following three example systems. The first, a first-order low-pass filter, illustrates the use
of abstracting the circuit parameters away from the user and simply prompting them for
functionality-based parameters. The second example, a spiking neuron system, demon-
strates the use of a specialized bio-FPAA, the RASP 2.8b. The third example system, a
VMM-WTA system, demonstrates the use of the switch matrix as a computational element.
For these example systems, we highlight the three phases of system verification: Simulink
system-level simulations, SPICE transistor-level simulations, and FPAA hardware-level re-
sults.
6.4.1 Low-Pass Filter
One simple example system to demonstrate the interaction between Simulink, SPICE, and
the FPAA is a low-pass filter block. This particular filter is a first-order Gm − C block and



































































Figure 67: (a) Simulink model of the low-pass filter. (b) Step response in SPICE simulation.
(c) Step response on FPAA.
is the linear transconductance gain of the amplifier. To abstract the design, the user is only
asked to specify the time constant in the parameter box. By using a fixed-capacitor design,
the block will translate this time constant into the gain of the amplifier. In the resulting
netlist, the gain is set by the bias current of the OTA, as described in Equation 48. This
process illustrates the way non-analog circuit designers can take advantage of the tool: they
specify a filter of a certain order and its poles, and the compiler will create amplifiers with
the appropriate bias currents. The process of parameter abstraction detailed here can be
extended to any block. Figure 67 shows the Simulink block diagram, the SPICE-level step
response simulation, and the real FPAA step response.
6.4.2 Computational Neuron Systems
The spiking Hodgkin-Huxley type neuron block is an example system that demonstrates
the Simulink design, compilation to SPICE netlist, and the targeting of a special purpose
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neuromorphic FPAA (the RASP 2.8b). The circuit for this spiking neuron follows the Far-
quhar model in [73]. The Simulink block diagram of the neuron block and necessary input
and output blocks, such as an output buffer, is shown in Figure 68. Spiking data from the
Simulink model can be seen in Figure 68b, and from the FPAA in Figure 68c. The neuron
block worked as expected in both Simulink-level simulations and when implemented on
the analog FPAA hardware.
We also compiled a system of two coupled neurons to demonstrate synchronized firing.
The Simulink diagram for this system is shown in Figure 69. Two neurons are shown with
one feeding into the other trough a programmable synapse. The synapse is a floating-gate
transistor that can be programmed strongly or weakly depending on the desired weight.
The output of this coupled system is shown in Figure 69b. The two neurons are shown to
be in sync, with the first one coupling onto the second.
6.4.3 VMM-WTA
The third example system is shown in Figure 70. This system consists of a vector-matrix
multiplier (VMM) feeding into a winner-take-all (WTA). Figure 70b shows a sample 2 × 2
circuit that will result when the VMM block is compiled to SPICE [55]. The circuit imple-
mentation contains design fields such as the number of transistors in the array, floating-gate
program values, and amplifier biases. To aid the inexperienced analog designer, these fields
are all presented as functional parameters to the user. Referring back to Figure 62, the block
level design choices include matrix coefficients and time constant. A more detailed discus-
sion on the VMM system is the topic of Chapter 5.
Figure 70c shows what the sample 2 × 2 VMM will look like after compiled by GRASPER.
The diagram shows the same two OTAs that were in the previous schematic, along with the
connection switches and floating-gate elements. It should be noted that one benefit of
the RASP architecture is that any floating-gate elements can be synthesized right into the



































































Figure 68: (a) Simulink model of the spiking neuron system. (b) Simulink simulation of the
spiking. (c) Spiking as compiled on FPAA. The complete example is a spiking Hodgkin-























































































Figure 69: (a) Simulink model of two neurons and a synapse. (b) Spiking activity of the
two neurons. The pair of neurons demonstrates synchronized spiking due to the coupling
through the synapse circuit element.
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The results from the VMM-WTA system are shown in Figure 71, where (a)–(c) are
from the Simulink simulation and (d)–(f) are real data from the RASP 2.8a FPAA. The
three plots from each platform correspond to the output at the scopes in Figure 70a.
The two rows of output plots in Figure 71 match almost identically. The input vector
(first column of plots) is designed in such a way that each element input has a time being
the largest. After the matrix multiplication with an identity matrix (the middle column),
the magnitudes are preserved. The output after the winner-take-all (last column) correctly
determines which channel was the largest.
Of note, a major dissimilarity between Simulink and Hardware is the concept of what
constitutes a ‘signal.’ In Simulink, the signals are simply numerical vectors. This is suf-
ficient to prove the functionality of the system. In real hardware, however, we are dealing
with currents and voltages. In this example, we made the Simulink vector log values in
order to map easily to the exponential nature of the input currents. This is an easy conver-
sion to make, but it is something that the user should be aware of when dealing with analog
signal processing.
6.5 Conclusion
We have developed Sim2Spice, a configuration a tool that allows for the conversion of sig-
nal processing systems defined as interconnected blocks in Matlab Simulink to a SPICE
circuit netlist. This netlist can then be compiled to a targeting code for reconfigurable
switches in an FPAA with an existing tool called GRASPER. A user can quickly and ef-
fectively compile relatively complex systems directly into analog hardware, even without
a thorough understanding of analog circuit design. This tool flow opens a new world of

















































Figure 70: The three phases of implementation for the VMM-WTA system. (a) The
Simulink design. Each of the two blocks, the VMM and WTA, will be compiled based
on the custom analog library. The in and out ports will be compiled to I/O pins on the
FPAA. The scopes in the figure are for simulation purposes and are not compiled to hard-
ware; they represent the locations of the outputs in Figure 71. (b) A sub-block circuit to
which Sim2Spice will compile the VMM block. The netlist for this circuit will be tiled
in the horizontal and vertical directions according to the parameters specified by the user.
(c) The corresponding switch representation to the 2 × 2 VMM sub-block that GRASPER
will compile. This VMM uses the floating-gate routing fabric for both switches and weight
storage.
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Figure 71: Output of the VMM-WTA system is compared between the Simulink response
and the real hardware data from the RASP 2.8a FPAA. The first row of plots correspond to
the output of the Simulink simulation, and the second row is from the FPAA. The columns
represent a common state of the system between the Simulink simulation and the FPAA.
The columns correspond to the scopes in Figure 70a. (a) The input vector evolves in such
a way that each component has a time having the highest value. Here, the inputs are di-
mensionless signals. (b) The Simulink VMM matrix in this example is the identity, so the
output of the VMM is equal to its input. (c) The output of the WTA shows the Boolean
output corresponding to the input that is highest at a given time. (d) The input vector for
the hardware VMM-WTA system is the same as the Simulink example. The input to a
hardware system must have physical dimensions; in this case, we used currents. (e) As in
the Simulink case, the output of the identity VMM is equal to the input. (f) The output of




With the Sim2Spice Simulink tool providing the top-level FPAA design environment, the
final step of the coordinated approach to analog signal processing is to design reliable ana-
log models to populate the component library. The development of a high-level framework
for abstracting analog design and creating behavioral analog blocks is necessary to bridge
the analog and digital design gap for the system engineer. There is currently a body of work
that is concerned with the automated synthesis and modeling of analog circuits for mixed-
signal systems [74, 75, 76]. These tools tend to use mathematical techniques to decompose
each element in an analog system to create a linear model for simulating the system block.
Often, the main motivation is simply modeling the entire netlist in a way that is practical for
a general CPU to process. This automated modeling gets very complex when the nonlinear
dynamics are considered [77, 78, 79]. What is severely lacking is an intuitive architecture
for modeling analog systems in a way that makes system design easier for the non-expert.
This chapter presents a method for analog abstraction and macromodeling [80, 81]. We
take a holistic look at the signal-processing function being performed and add the analog
non-idealities only as needed. This creates a design environment that has much higher









Figure 72: The coordinated approach to FPAA design: Macromodeling.
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clarity for the design engineer, as well as greatly reducing the resources required for system
simulation. Figure 72 shows how the analog macromodeling fits into the coordinated-
design framework.
7.1 Basic Analog Signal Processing Blocks
When defining a library of signal-processing blocks, we find that certain functions are
highly efficient to perform with analog elements. This section will describe the key set of
analog processing blocks. We save thorough modeling for a later section.
7.1.1 Vector-Matrix Multiplier
The vector-matrix multiplier (VMM) is a core component in many signal processing ap-
plications [47]. Vector-matrix multiplication is commonly performed in FIR filters, 2-D
block image transforms, convolution, correlation, and classification [42]. Recently, custom
analog VMM cores have provided a low-power, high-throughput tool for signal process-
ing [56]. Several orders of magnitude in efficiency can be gained by allowing the natural
physics of the transistors to perform the multiply and accumulate (MAC) operations.
The analog VMM is composed of a nested set of programmable current mirrors. The
weighted mirror performs the multiply, whereas the we get perfect summation by com-
bining each mirror’s output current. Analog VMMs have recently demonstrated low-power
solutions in such embedded systems as a transform imager and an OFDM receiver [43, 54].
A more detailed discussion on the VMM is the topic of Chapter 5.
7.1.2 Band-Pass Filter
Filtering is an important application for analog signal processing. For instance, spectral
decomposition is the front-end step for many low-power sensor networks [82].
The capacitively coupled current conveyor (C4) filter is a programmable, continuous-
time band-pass filter that is power efficient and can cover a wide range of frequencies [83].
This filter element can be used as a basic second-order filter, or can be cascaded to create
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higher-order filters.
The C4 filter is designed such that both time constants can be set using transistor cur-
rents. This is especially useful for the FPAA since we have an abundance of programmable
current sources—potentially every element in the switch matrix. The C4 filter addresses
the common problems with Gm-C filters such as limited linearity, large overhead of tuning
circuitry, and offsets due to mismatch.
7.1.3 Winner-Take-All
The winner-take-all (WTA) is an important element in classification systems. The WTA
works by taking an input vector and finding the channel with the largest magnitude. The
block produces an output vector of the same dimension that is filled will all low values, with
the exception of a single high value. This single high value corresponds to the element of
the largest input.
The WTA is a computational block that is highly power efficient when implemented
with analog elements. As described in [84], an N-input WTA can be constructed with a
modified N-input differential structure. Each branch consists of two transistors (and an
output buffer, if desired) and picks the largest current out of an input vector. This structure
is based on the nonlinear inhibition of neural systems.
7.2 Analog Abstraction Concepts
In this section, we describe several of the high-level design choices that were made in
creating the CADSP framework. From choosing a top-level design space, to constraining
the interface between blocks, a well-planned framework facilitates the design of large-scale
systems.
7.2.1 High-Level Analog Design With Simulink
Simulink is used as the top-level design space for analog signal processing in the RASP
FPAA [44]. The use of Simulink was important to us because it is already a familiar tool
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to many DSP and control-system engineers. The intuitive nature of high-level blocks with
wires in between makes it easy to design at the system-level. The Simulink tool has proven
to be an intuitive interface for graphical analog design and has been used extensively in
a graduate-level analog system design course [85]. A more detailed discussion on the
Simulink compiler is the topic of Chapter 6.
Simulink comes prepackaged with many libraries of components, yet lacks high-level
analog blocks. Therefore, we needed to create our own libraries for custom ASP blocks.
The tool framework allows the analog engineer to easily add new blocks to the analog
libraries. The key with block design is that the system should be modeled at the behavioral
level, so that it is easy for the system engineer to place a block into a larger design. The ASP
libraries promote the reuse of well-tested circuits as well as the propagation of expertise.
The creation of high-level blocks introduces the question of how much abstraction is re-
quired. If large mixed-mode systems are to be simulated, we need to provide macromodels
for each analog block. Macromodels serve to reduce the simulation time and may include
options as to how many second-order effects to include (such as noise and distortion). Cir-
cuit abstraction also means that we should cover up the detailed circuit parameters by fixing
all of the static parameters and presenting the user-defined parameters only as they relate
to the system specifications.
Our approach to the level of abstraction has been to create multi-level libraries. The
Level-1 library contains high-level system blocks and is the topic of most of this chapter.
These blocks conform to all of the interface specifications and analog abstraction tech-
niques discussed here. They are presented in terms of the function performed, rather than
by circuit-level description. On the other end of the spectrum is the Level-2 library. This is
the library for analog experts and is explored at the end of this chapter. In this library, we










































Figure 73: The system abstraction first involves defining our signal protocol. Custom
analog design is free to take advantage of current-mode signals, which are easily summed.
However, we constrain the analog processing tool to use only voltage-mode between blocks
because it is more similar to digital design and fits into the Simulink framework. Vectorized
signals are also important because they take advantage of the analog processor’s parallel
processing capabilities.
7.2.2 Voltage Mode Systems
The first step in making analog design feel like digital design is to define a standard proto-
col for the interface between blocks. Digital design benefits from a very simple convention
of high and low voltages. Conversely, analog systems can propagate information by means
of small, large, voltage, or current signals. In general, these operating domains create ad-
vantages for analog systems. As illustrated in Figure 73, current-mode systems can easily
sum signals, while voltage-mode systems can broadcast signals to many destinations. Al-
though each domain has its advantages, these choices are exactly what we want to abstract
away so that things are easy and familiar to the digital designer.
At the expense of the current-mode system’s efficient summing, we constrain the inter-
face of our Simulink blocks to voltage-mode operation. This constraint is more like tradi-
tional digital design where a single block can fan out to many, but signals must be summed
through a device, not simply shorted. We can still take full advantage of the current-mode
analog processing inside the block, but the interface is exclusively voltage.
The voltage-mode design methodology has implications on the up-front design of each
analog block. Many analog systems have a native current-mode interface, in which case
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we will embed conversion stages. The voltage-to-current (V/I) or current-to-voltage (I/V)
stages can take many forms, and the best choice will depend on the particular application
or specification. Within each block, we generally characterize multiple conversion choices
so that the user can select the one they want based on the performance.
7.2.3 Vectorized Signals
Frequently in DSP, and in particular when using Matlab, the lines between blocks are
vectorized. This is common in matrix operations where the inputs are all in parallel. We
have incorporated this vectorized net aspect into the analog tool structure. Although a size
of unity is often sufficient, each net can have any size vector dimension. Rather than forcing
the user to define every size, the signals are automatically scaled based on the blocks that
are used. For example, if an M×N VMM is instantiated, the input vector will automatically
have a size N, and the output will have size M.
Figure 73 illustrates the use of differential mode along with single-ended vectorized
lines. Often in analog design, differential signals are used to increase SNR or cancel even-
order harmonics. To keep the design simple, single-ended or differential mode can be
selected inside a block as a parameter without changing the complexity of the blocks in the
design window.
7.2.4 Biasing
A major design element of analog systems is the proper biasing of the blocks. This is a
concept that is not manifest in digital design, and therefore must be dealt with behind the
scenes.
The RASP line of FPAAs is built in a network of floating-gate switch elements. This
element is a very useful, as it can also store bias values for computation (one of the reasons
such high computational density is achieved). The analog designer can store the FG bias
values inside the block without necessitating input for the end user. Often though, the bias
value is derived from a parameter in the system’s function. For instance, in an OTA-C filter,
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the time constant is given by a C/Gm relation. These hardware mappings can be written
into the block, so that the user only needs to specify the time constant, and the correct bias
will be programmed.
One of the benefits of this approach is that we can abstract away “traditional” analog
design choices. For instance, by specifying a programmable bias in the OTA stage, we
do not have to explicitly design for the element’s output impedance. This abstraction is
possible because it is the gain itself that we can target and program. This approach is
important for thinking about analog design at a functional level and makes the system
specification feel more like digital design.
7.3 Analog Modeling Techniques
To have reliable Simulink simulations, we must accurately model each analog block. Ana-
log system modeling can be approached at different levels, depending on the desired char-
acteristic. Here we derive the expressions for three common analog characteristics: non-
linearities, noise, and the conversion stage transfer function. This section will define the
methods we will use to model analog blocks, whereas other specific blocks will be modeled
in Section 7.4.
7.3.1 Nonlinearities
Electronic devices are inherently nonlinear. We will frame our discussion around the MOS
device operating in the subthreshold regime, since that is where ultra low currents are
achieved. The analysis could be expanded to above threshold, but most ASP systems op-
erate in subthreshold for the power efficiency. The nonlinearity is seen clearly in the drain
current [86]:
Id = I0e[κ(Vg−VT0)−Vs+σVd]/UT . (49)
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Here UT = kT/q is the thermal voltage, VT0 is the threshold voltage, κ is the inverse sub-
threshold slope, I0 is a device-dependent pre-exponential term, and σ is the DIBL parame-
ter that models subthreshold current vs. drain voltage changes. To model this nonlinearity,
we will generally use the expansion:











Other common analog nonlinear functions are the hyperbolic tangent and hyperbolic
sine [87]. These odd nonlinear functions appear when the current is measured as a function
of the input voltage and output voltage of common transconductors, respectively. We will
use the following expansions to approximate the hyperbolic functions:
















These linearization techniques are illustrated in the analysis of the dynamics of the









(Vin (t) − Vout (t))
]
. (53)
This equation is easily non-dimensionalized to the common form
τdy/dt = tanh (x − y) , (54)
where x = ακVin (t) / (2UT ), y = ακVout (t) / (2UT ), and τ = 2CUT/ (ακIbias).
We can use the expansion in Equation 51 to obtain
τẏ = (x − y) − 1
3
(x − y)3 . (55)
The expansion is useful not only to help us see the harmonic pattern, but it reduces the





















































































Figure 74: Design and simulation of the LPF Simulink block. (a) The basic OTA-C im-
plementation of the LPF block. (d) The parameter box asks for a time constant for the
first-order response. (c) The testbench required for Simulink simulation. (d) The adapta-
tion of the testbench for programming the FPAA. The input signal is also buffered to an
output pin to trigger the oscilloscope. The buffers are included so we have a predictable
amount of capacitance at the filter. (e) The Simulink simulation uses the time constant in an
ideal exponential function. (f) The actual step response from the FPAA closely resembles
the simulation. The time constant was evaluated as a bias current for the OTA and amount
of capacitance at the output.
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drop the cubic term. To meet this small requirement, a common rule is that the expression
inside the tanh should be less than 0.1. When the attenuation factor (α) is unity, the resultant
differential input voltage should be less than 10 mV. Here, we see one of the trade-offs of
the wide-input-range OTAs: with an attenuation factor of 0.1, the input is linearized up to
100 mV, but the time constant is increased. This decrease in speed can be compensated for
by an increase in Ibias, at the expense of power. With the constrained step sizes, we can







where the linearized model is used. In other filter applications, we typically use the OTA
approximation
Iout = Gm (V1 − V2) , (57)
where Gm = Ibακ/ (2UT ), and therefore time constants are in the form C/Gm. For large
steps, the tanh function will saturate and can be approximated as a signum. This slewing
condition can be written as τẏ = sgn (x − y), where the output’s rate of change is no longer
controlled by the input.
Another common circuit nonlinearity is in the form of a sinh, exemplified by the dy-





= Ip(t) − In(t), (58)




















To find the dynamics of this system, we note at the DC operating point Vin = Vout and





















































Figure 75: The dynamics of the sinh function. (a) The class A/B driving stage circuit
implementation. (b) The dynamics of the sinh function are demonstrated by a step response.
The simulation normalizes each output to a value of 1 (where the true response has a very
large negative gain), with input steps of increasing sizes. For input steps greater than 1,
the nonlinearities can be observed by the increasing response speed. (c) In log scale, the
nonlinearity is apparent by the bowing off of the straight time constant line.
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input and output into DC and time-varying components:
Vin (t) = VDC + vi (t) , (60)
Vout (t) = VDC + vo (t) . (61)
























vi (t) , (63)
y = − σ
UT












After plugging in these values, we are left with
2τẏ = exp (x − y) − exp [− (x − y)] , (67)
τẏ = sinh (x − y) . (68)
Using our expansion from Equation 52, we can write this nonlinear dynamic equation
as
τẏ = (x − y) + (x − y)3 /6. (69)
This form makes it easier to intuitively see how the system is acting. Again, for small
inputs, we can neglect the cubic term and model the function as a simple difference of
output and input. Figure 75b shows the step response for small and large inputs. For larger
inputs, the output is shown to speed up and deviate from the linear time constant.
When modeling the computational elements for the Simulink library, we will utilize
these linearization techniques wherever possible. However, it is prudent to be mindful of
where the higher-order nonlinearities come from, so we can add options for more advanced
simulation.
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Figure 76: Simulink simulation of the first-order filter with noise enabled.
7.3.2 Noise
The performance of analog circuits is highly susceptible to noise. To include a noise com-
ponent in our model, we will find the noise contribution of each element of the system
and refer it to a single noise source at the input. Modern FPAAs include n/pFETs and
capacitors, so we will be most interested in characterizing the channel and kTC noise.
In our first-order filter example, a noise source can be added in series with the output.
The noise is modeled as kT/C, which we rewrite as qUT/C to use the global parameters.
Figure 76 shows the low-pass filter with noise enabled.
The current power of the thermal noise in a subthreshold transistor is given as [60]:
Î2 = 2qI∆ f , (70)
where I is the DC current and ∆ f is the bandwidth. At small current levels, the flicker-noise
current power (KI2∆ f / f ) is negligible even at low frequencies due to the square term.
At this point we have enough know-how to create a model for the first-order low-pass
filter. Table 8 shows the basic Matlab code for the filter. It demonstrates the vectorized
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Table 8: Macromodel of the first-order linear filter.
(1) % Read in Dialog parameters
(2) tau = block.DialogPrm(1).Data;
(3) commonInput = block.DialogPrm(2).Data;
(4) noiseOn = block.DialogPrm(3).Data;
(5) signalDim = length(tau);
(6) % Set port Dimensions
(7) if commomInput == 1
(8) block.InputPort(1).Dimensions = 1;
(9) else
(10) block.InputPort(1).Dimensions = signalDim;
(11) end
(12) block.OutputPort(1).Dimensions = signalDim;
(13) % Initial states
(14) block.ContStates.Data = block.InputPort(1).Data;
(15) % Constants




(22) if noiseOn == 1
(23) block.OutputPort(1).Data = block.ContStates.Data + noise;
(24) else
(25) block.OutputPort(1).Data = block.ContStates.Data;
(26) end
(27) % Derivatives
(28) u = block.InputPort(1).Data;
(29) y = block.ContStates.Data;
(30) dy=(u-y)./tau;
(31) block.Derivatives.Data = dy;
ports, the system dynamics, and the addition of noise sources.
7.3.3 Voltage-In to Voltage-Out
Many powerful analog blocks are inherently current-mode systems. To conform with the
voltage-mode system protocol, we need to create interface blocks: voltage-to-current (V/I),
and current-to-voltage (I/V). These interface blocks will be embedded into the system
block, as illustrated in Figure 77. Here, the block can default to various converter im-
plementations depending on the overall design. A clear example of a current-mode analog
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block is the VMM.
The simplest V/I source is a single FET, which will produce a current according to











This pair of converters is advantageous in its simplicity and works well for single-ended
designs. There are three major considerations when using these blocks: (1) they are non-
linear, so they are most useful when used together around a fully current-mode block;
(2) the input converter is exponentially expansive and the output converter logarithmically
compressive, therefore the analog block should have a large dynamic range; and (3) the
currents are unidirectional.
For differential systems, we can use a differential pair in place of the single FET for the
V/I stage, shown in Figure 77c. The differential current is in the form well-known from
OTAs:







Assuming small differential voltage, we can linearize the tanh
I1 − I2 = Ib κ2UT (V1 − V2) . (73)
This topology has the useful feature that its bias (Ib) can be programmed independently
of the system operation. This is useful because the bias current often sets the time con-
stant of the current-mode circuit. For differential diode-connected I/V stages, we will use
the convention that the output currents are small swings around the bias current: Iout =
Ib (1 + ∆Iout/Ib). Therefore, the differential diodes produce
V1 − V2 = UT
κ
[ln (1 + ∆I1/Ib) − ln (1 + ∆I2/Ib)] , (74)
which can be shown for small ∆Iout/Ib to reduce to



































Figure 77: (a) Embedding V/I and I/V stages into the analog blocks allows the system
interconnects to be voltage-mode. There are multiple implementations of the V/I and I/V
stages, such as the (b) diode-connected FET, (c) differential pair, (d) wide-range OTA, and
(e) transimpedance amplifier.
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Lastly, if bi-directional currents are desired, we can use a wide-range OTA V/I, shown
in Figure 77d, and a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) I/V, shown in Figure 77e. The wide-
range OTA has a single output current that is the difference of the two differential pair




(V1 − V2) . (76)
The output stage TIA has the transfer function: Vout = Vre f − Iin/Gm.
This pair of converters is linear and provides a bias current to the system to set the time
constant. The linearity makes them useful individually for blocks that only need conversion
on one port. They are also the choice for single-ended bi-directional systems.
7.4 The Process of Functional-Level Modeling
Now that we have defined the basic modeling parameters, let’s apply them to our basic ana-
log processing blocks. We provide the characteristic equations in a way that encapsulates
the desired performance, without unnecessary computation. While we cover the modeling
of three important blocks in this section, it is by no means an exhaustive list. The VMM,
C4 bandpass filter, and peak detector are merely representative examples. These techniques
can easily extend to fill out the signal processing space to such blocks as DACs and analog
arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs), which have recently been implemented in FPAA
technology [40].
7.4.1 Vector-Matrix Multiplier
The VMM is one of the most powerful analog processing blocks. As described in [47], the
analog VMM can perform one- two- or four-quadrant multiplication. Figure 78 illustrates
the circuit-level implementation of one of the four-quadrant cells. The three important
things to recognize in the schematic are: (1) the inputs and outputs are both current-mode
signals; (2) because the currents are uni-directional, we perform the operation with differ-
ential signals and weights; and (3) the multiplier weights are programmed as floating-gate
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values.













where the differential weights are deviations around a base weight (wB):
w+ = wB +
∆w
2
, w− = wB − ∆w2 . (78)
The overall transfer function for the current-mode VMM cell is thus:
Iout+ − Iout− = (w+ − w−) · (Iin+ − Iin−) . (79)
To complete the voltage-mode transfer function, we need to add the embedded con-
version to the equation. The differential nature of the VMM sets up nicely for the use
of a differential-pair input stage. The overall function is formed by cascading the VMM
with the differential pair from Equation 73, and the differential diodes from Equation 75,
resulting in:
Vout1 − Vout2 = ∆w2 (Vin1 − Vin2) . (80)
The overall dynamics of the system is also composed of the three stages: input, VMM-
processor, output. We can treat each stage as a single-pole low-pass filter, resulting in
a three-pole system. To make the modeling as simple as possible, we will approximate
the whole function as a single-pole system, using the lowest frequency pole of the three
stages. The dynamics of the VMM stage are primarily set by the bandwidth of the log-
amp. Dynamic analysis of the log-amp is described in [88] and the dominant pole is at
AIb/ (CinUT ). The factor A is due to the active feedback in the log-amp and increases the
effective transconductance (and thus speed) by about a factor of 100.
The pole at the output stage does not have this amplifier and is set by the transconduc-
tance of a single subthreshold FET, Ibκ/ (CUT ). Since the pole at the output is at the lowest





























Figure 78: Design of the VMM Simulink block. (a) The conceptual-level diagram of the
VMM shows that the output channels are sums of products of the input channels. The
circuit implementation is very compact with FG elements performing the weights. (b)
The input parameters for the VMM block, showing options for matrix elements, time con-
stant, differential signals, and voltage structure. The final design is packaged into a single
Simulink block.
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Table 9: Macromodel of the VMM.
(1) % Read in Dialog parameters
(2) M = block.DialogPrm(1).Data;
(3) tau = block.DialogPrm(2).Data;
(4) % Set port Dimensions
(5) block.InputPort(1).Dimensions = size(M,2);
(6) block.OutputPort(1).Dimensions = size(M,1);
(7) % Initial state
(8) block.ContStates.Data = M * block.InputPort(1).Data;
(9) % Output
(10) block.OutputPort(1).Data = M * block.ContStates.Data;
(11) % Derivatives
(12) y = block.ContStates.Data;
(13) u = M * block.InputPort(1).Data;
(14) dy=(u-y)./tau;
(15) block.Derivatives.Data = dy;
bias current of the system will set the speed of each stage and thus should be parameterized
in the modeling.
When creating the Simulink model for high-level design and simulation, we will ab-
stract much of the previous circuit considerations. Table 9 provides the basic Matlab code
for the VMM model. The first element that is abstracted is the differential signals; we will
simply allow for positive and negative signals and weights. Next, we allow for dynamic
setting of the port dimensions. Lines 5–6 show the port sizes based on the size of the
multiplier matrix. Lastly, we calculate the output in Lines 8–15, based on the input vector
multiplied by the stored matrix, then passed through the single-pole filter.
The VMM dialog box in Figure 78b contains 5 parameters, whereas only the first 2
(elements and tau) were used in the Simulink model. All 5 parameters are used in the
circuit compilation. The first one (elements) sets the multiplier weights and is programmed
into the floating-gate mesh. The time constant is implemented as the DC bias current of
the input stage. This DC current is the same in each stage and will set the overall speed.
The last 3 parameters indicate to the circuit compiler if differential signals are needed and
which conversion stage is desired by the user.
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7.4.2 C4 Band-Pass Filter
The C4 filter is commonly used in analog signal processing because it is programmable,
extremely compact, power efficient, and can cover a wide range of frequencies [83].
This block is most commonly used within a bank of filters with a narrow passband
(Figure 79), such as in a Fourier processor system [89]. The defining parameters for such a
block is a vector of center frequencies ( fcenter) and the quality factor (Q).
The dimension of the fcenter parameter array will set the port dimension of the output
and be interpreted as the number of parallel filter channels. If the Q is input as a scalar, that
value will be applied to each filter. Alternatively, if the Q is input as a vector matching the
dimension of the fcenter, each filter can have a different value. There is also an option for
a common input. This option allows the user to configure the block with vectorized input
bus or a single input line that goes to each filter element.
The C4 is commonly deployed as a differential system, which is in the spirit of the
differential nature of our tool. However, to make the analysis simpler, we will be looking
at the single-ended version.
The schematics for two implementations of the C4 filter are shown in Figure 80. The
first is based on transistor gain stages and is the most compact for custom integrated circuits.
The high and low corners can be tuned independently of each other, and are controlled by
Vbh and Vbl. These values can be programmed with FG transistors to precisely tune the
filter. By cascading this second-order section we can achieve higher order filters, or we can
place them in parallel to spectrally decompose an incoming signal.





































































Figure 79: The C4 band-pass filter system. (a) The system implementation and (b) the
Simulink block. (c) The Simulink step response for C4 filter vectorized with 4 outputs.


























Figure 80: Schematics of the C4 bandpass filter. (a) The schematic can be implemented
either with transistors or (b) OTAs.
This equation provides us with the algorithmic method for generating the circuit netlist
from a vector of center frequencies, given that we use Qmax.
The structure in Figure 80b makes efficient use of the FPAA components by replacing
the single-transistor amplifiers with OTAs. Although this would seem to be less efficient,
when working in the FPAA environment each component is an individual CAB elements.
Therefore, using a single OTA is more efficient that a transistor with additional biasing
circuitry. Also, when synthesized on the FPAA, capacitors C2 and Cw will not be drawn
explicitly, but arise from parasitics.




1 + τ2s + τ1τ2s2
, (83)
where τ1 = C1/gm1 and τ2 = CL/gm4. Given the canonical form of a second order filter, we
can see the frequency (τ = 1/2π fcenter) and Q map to these time constants as τ2 = τ/Q and
τ1 = τ
2/τ2. In Simulink, this system of dynamic equations is scripted as shown in Table 10.
A similar procedure could be used to implement general filters of higher order. The
built-in Matlab tools could be used to generate filter coefficients (e.g., Chebychev) and
broken into cascades of second-order sections and a first-order block. Once the coefficients
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Table 10: Macromodel of the C4 linear filter.
(1) % Read in Dialog parameters
(2) fcenter = block.DialogPrm(1).Data;
(3) Q = block.DialogPrm(2).Data;
(4) commonInput = block.DialogPrm(3).Data;
(5) signalDim = length(fcenter);
(6) % Set port Dimensions
(7) if commomInput == 1
(8) block.InputPort(1).Dimensions = 1;
(9) else
(10) block.InputPort(1).Dimensions = signalDim;
(11) end
(12) block.OutputPort(1).Dimensions = signalDim;
(13) % Initial states
(14) block.ContStates.Data(1) = 0; %x1
(15) block.ContStates.Data(2) = 0; %x2
(16) % Output
(17) block.OutputPort(1).Data = block.ContStates.Data(1); %y=x1








(26) u = block.InputPort(1).Data;
(27) x1 = block.ContStates.Data(1)
(28) x2 = block.ContStates.Data(2)
(29) dx1=x2+a.*u;
(30) dx2=-c.*x1-b.*x2-a.*b.*u;
(31) block.Derivatives.Data(1) = dx1;
(32) block.Derivatives.Data(2) = dx2;
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are in second-order groupings, they can be applied to the biases and capacitors of the biquad
blocks.
Following the discussion in Section 7.3.1, it is useful to understand the nonlinear dy-
namics of the C4 system. This level of understanding will allow us to include an additional
level of accuracy in our models. In most cases, the model in Equation 83 is the most effi-
cient to simulate and extract understanding of the function; however, having an option to
include the nonlinear dynamics will provide a closer match to the dynamic-range of the
real analog circuits.
Deriving the system equations from the implementation Figure 80b, we see that the
OTA will really provide a tanh rather that a linear transconductance. The resulting model
is:

















We also note that the steady-state condition is that all node voltages will be equal and that
the Vre f would match the zero-input voltage.
7.4.3 Peak Detector
While the C4 block is often used a parallel filter bank to spectrally decompose an incoming
signal, a fundamental complement to such a block is the peak detector. This block will
track the envelope of the signal in each band, which is useful for further processing and
classification functions. The circuit-level implementation of the peak detector is shown in
Figure 81.
Intuitive analysis of this block shows that it acts much like a source follower. When the
input rises, the output will track it while charging the capacitor on the output node. How-
ever, when the output is decreasing, the bias transistor (M2) will discharge the capacitor as
a fixed rate. This behavior will allow the circuit to track the rising peaks, then decay at a

































Figure 81: The Peak Detector. (a) Schematic and (b) Simulink simulation. The output
shows the block vectorized for four outputs with a common sine input. Of the four signals,
two are MAX followers and two are MIN followers, each shows with decay rates of 1e3
and 2e3.
To create the full dynamic model for this block, we start with KCL at the output node:
CV̇out = I0e(Aκ(Vin−Vout)−Vout)/UT − I0eκVb/UT . (86)
We see that at DC (i.e., at V̇out = 0) the current in the top branch is balanced by the bottom
branch and is therefore equal to Ib.





This equation is consistent with our intuitive analysis. When Vin exceeds Vout, the rate of
growth on the output will become exponential. As Vin falls below Vout, the exponentials
will become small and the term inside the parenthesis will reduce to −1. This rate of decay
will be fixed at Ib/C.
To create a block macromodel of this circuit, we’ll simply use Equation 87 as the model.
The main parameter will be the rate of decay. At a system level, the rate of decay should be
tuned to the expected frequency of the incoming signal so that the peak detector can track
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the envelope. If the decay is set too slowly, the block will simply find the largest amplitude
and hold it through other cycles. This system can be easily converted into a minimum
detector by using a pFET source follower rather than the nFET described.
7.5 Case Study: Classifier System
To bring together the process of creating a whole signal-processing system with the design
platform, we will use the classifier system in Figure 82 as a circuit example. This example
will highlight two important aspects of functional-level analog design: (1) using blocks
from the pre-defined library of analog signal processing elements; and (2) utilizing inherent
mixed-mode computation to create optimal blocks.
The complete system is a chain of 5 processing blocks: a C4 filterbank, a peak detector,
VMM, winner-take-all (WTA), and an encoder. The overall system will take an input
waveform, spectrally decompose it into multiple bands as specified by the C4 bank, and
use the peak detector to track the envelope of each channel. Next, the VMM will project
the spectral channels against multiple classification basis, and the WTA will pick the largest
output. Finally, the encoder will compress the location of the winning element into a digital
value. The first three blocks have already been thoroughly discussed and modeled in this
chapter, whereas the encoder is discussed in many digital-design textbooks, and the WTA
deserves proper analog modeling.
The WTA circuit implementation was invented in [84]. The function that this block will
perform is to take an input vector and produce an output vector of the same dimension that
is filled with all low values and a single high value in the element corresponding to largest
input element.
The WTA is so commonly used with a VMM on the front end as a classifier that we
combined the two into the larger classifier block shown in the dashed box of Figure 82a.
This is an efficient structure for a classifier and is much more compact than a two-layer























































































































Figure 82: The classifier system. (a) The VMM and WTA combine to create a single library
block, allowing the internal I/V-V/I to cancel. (b) The circuit schematic of the 2-element
WTA. (c) Simulink simulation from the classifier system for a linear chirp signal. The C4
bandpass filer is set with three blocks to pass different sections of the chirp. (d) The peak
detector tracks the envelope of the three channels. (e) The VMM-WTA classifier creates
an output where only one channel is high at a time. The matrix is [2, 1, .5; .5, 2, 1; 1, .5, 2]
simply to demonstrate each channel winning at a time.
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Merging the VMM and WTA into a new block has another advantage. The WTA has a
current-mode input and voltage-mode output, therefore we would traditionally want to add
a V/I stage on the input. However, the VMM has a native current-mode output, so by com-
bining the two we can cancel a I/V-V/I conversion and allow all current-mode processing
on the internal nets. This will provide a more efficient and compact realization.
When modeling the WTA for the sake of Simulink simulations, we need to pick among
progressively more detailed models. The simplest model of the WTA is the MAX function,
which can be programmed easily with the Matlab toolbox. This model will simulate the
quickest, but will miss a lot of the dynamics involved in the analog implementation.
For a more detailed model, we can look at the transistor equations based on the schematic
in Figure 82b. From [84], a model for the two input VMM is given for three regions: (1)
V1 ≈ V2 ≈ Vm; (2) V1  Vm while V2  Vm; and (3) V2  Vm while V1  Vm. Here,
V1,2 refer to the individual elements of the output vector, and Vm refers to the equilibrium
voltage. We can use the output voltage because the relation to each other also matches the
input current relationship.
For the Region 1, we have a static response of
V1 = (Ve/2) (I1/Im − 1) + Vm, (88)
V2 = (Ve/2) (1 − I1/Im) + Vm, (89)
where I1,2 are the input currents, Ve is the Early voltage, and Im is the Ibias of the input
signals. For the Region 2, with some approximations, we have
V1 = V0 ln (I1/Im) + (V0/2) ln (Ve/V0) + Vm, (90)
V2 = V0/2 + Vm − (Ve/Im) δi, (91)
where V0 = kT/qκ. And finally, for Region 3, we have
V1 = Vm − (Ve/Im) δi, (92)
V2 = V0 ln (Im/I0) + V0 ln (Ic/I0) . (93)
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The system dynamics equations provide a more accurate model of the time-response.
Under the condition IC > 4I1 (CC/C), we do not have ringing in the response and first-order
time constants. For the case were the first input starts to win, the first-order time constant
for V1 is CV0/I and the first-order time constant for V2 is CVe/I, where I1 ≈ I2 ≡ I.
It should be obvious, then, that the more detailed model will get much more complex
as the number of inputs increase. For this reason, the simple MAX function is the mathe-
matical model of choice when the demand on computer resources is to be minimized or the
dynamics of the other blocks are assumed to be slower than that of the WTA.
With the mathematical model for the WTA defined, we simply cascade it with the VMM
and V/I models to form the complete classifier block. The input dimension to the classifier
will match the column dimension of the VMM, and the output will match the row dimen-
sion. The inputs to the block have the ability to be differential, where the branch between
the VMM and WTA is single ended. Finally, the output is a single-ended binary vector.
Figure 82 shows the Simulink simulation results for the classifier system. The three
plots show the output of each block of the system in the lower half of Figure 82a. For
this experiment, the input signal is a chirp, linearly swept to 10 kHz over 10 seconds. The
C4 filter block is set with three center frequencies, resulting in three parallel filters in the
bank. Figure 82c shows the output of three channels of the C4, each passing the signal in a
separate frequency region.
Figure 82d shows the output of the peak detector section. The block has 3 parallel
tracks that track the envelope of the C4 output.
Lastly, Figure 82e shows the output of the VMM-WTA classifier section. For this
example, the VMM is set with a 3 × 3 matrix that will give each output a chance to win.
Of the three output channels, in general the one corresponding to the largest envelope will

















































































- “Looks like Simulink”
- Easier simulation
- Simulation through 
 SPICE
Figure 83: To accommodate users with varying expertise, we have multiple level libraries.
The Level-1 library will include functions with which a typical DSP engineer will feel
comfortable designing, such as filterbanks, vector-matrix multipliers, classifiers, analog
FFT, DACs, and arbitrary waveform generators. The Level-2 library contains the low-level
blocks, for instance the CAB elements. The Level-2 library is meant for experienced analog
design engineers. The right shows the design cycle of a second-order section oscillator. The
analog engineer designs with the Level-2 blocks, simulates with SPICE, and tests on the
FPAA. Once the design is stable, a Level-1 block can be packaged. The Level-1 block uses
the abstraction techniques and as simple as possible transfer function for simulation.
7.6 Tools for IC Experts
So far, we have discussed the processes of modeling high-level analog signal processing
blocks for the use in abstracted top-down design. However, our framework also includes
support for the design of analog systems from the bottom up. To separate the two, we have
multiple-level libraries in which blocks are posted. The Level-1 and Level-2 libraries are
shown in the left half of Figure 83.
The Level-1 library contains the high-level system blocks. These blocks conform to
the voltage-mode protocol and contain sufficient abstraction so that they are reasonable
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to simulate in Simulink. Examples of Level-1 blocks are the VMM, band-pass filter, and
classifier previously discussed.
The Level-2 library contains the low-level blocks, typically mapping directly to FPAA
CAB elements. These blocks do not conform to the voltage-mode protocol and might have
advanced modeling parameters. These blocks are best used by circuit-design engineers and
should be simulated in a SPICE environment. Examples of Level-2 blocks are transistors,
OTAs, and capacitors.
Additional digital libraries are not shown in the figure, but are acceptable for use in
FPAA mixed-mode design. The RASP FPAA is capable of compiling these digital circuits
if an accurate circuit model is attached to each block. Alternatively, if proper FPAA ports
are specified, mixed-mode designs can be divided such that the entire system is simulated
in Simulink and only the analog portions are compiled to the FPAA.
We use the second-order-section oscillator system in Figure 83 as an example to illus-
trate the process of designing an analog system with low-level blocks, for inclusion onto a
high-level library. This oscillator can be thought of as a second-order filter that can provide
controlled instability (oscillations).
The schematic is shown in the bottom right of the figure and built entirely of Level-2
blocks. The circuit contains two FG-input OTAs, one OTA, two capacitors, two ground
connections, and one FG element to short the feedback path. This last element, the FG
short, demonstrates one difficulty in performing current-mode operations Simulink. The
feedback in this circuit mixes two currents and integrates them on the left capacitor. Al-
though mixing currents is a common analog practice, Simulink operates in voltage mode
and cannot have two outputs drive a line. Therefore, we have used an FG switch with
two “inputs” to short the two nets. This results in a legitimate circuit that will simulate in
SPICE and operate in silicon; it will not, however, simulate in Simulink. The simulation of
floating gates is difficult in SPICE due to the fact that there is no direct DC path to ground.
To accomplish simulation, we use the model described in [90].
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To make this block useful to system designers, we abstract it to the high-level block
shown in the top right of the figure. Here, we have expressed the eight-element circuit as
a simple second-order differential equation [2]. This equation is very easy for Simulink to
simulate. In this expression, the user would specify the time constant (τ) and the quality
factor (Q). These system parameters will be translated into physical parameters without the
user’s involvement. If we use equal capacitors and Gm for the forward FG-OTAs, we get τ =
C/Gm. With Gm set, we get Q = 1/ (2 −GmFB/Gm), where GmFB is the transconductance
of the feedback OTA. For oscillations, we want infinite or negative Q, so we should have
GmFB ≥ 2Gm.
With the equation set, we just need to define the signal dimension. There is no need to
add any conversion stages because this block is already voltage in and out. This block can
be arrayed by allowing the user to input two n-element vectors, one for τ and Q. The block
can automatically set its input and output ports based on the size of the parameter array.
The resulting system will have N oscillator circuits in parallel, each programmed with the
elements of the parameter array.
In our abstracted framework, the process of block design and analysis should be per-
formed by circuit designers. The design and analysis involves rigorous and thorough testing
in order to provide accurate and reliable blocks to the Level-1 library.
7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the concept of high-level abstraction and modeling of
analog systems. With the drastic increase in size and complexity of modern reconfigurable
analog ICs, high-level tools are a necessity. We demonstrated how analog abstraction tech-
niques are a powerful tool for making analog system design easy for non-circuit experts. A
key element of this abstraction approach is the creation of high-level analog libraries. We
introduced our methodology for analog macromodeling that looks at the function being per-
formed, rather than each low-level element. We validated our approach by macromodeling
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several analog signal processing blocks, including a vector-matrix multiplier, a bandpass
filter bank, and a peak detector. We then showed the process of combining these blocks into
a larger analog classifier system. This body of work introduces and new level of intuition




The purpose of this research has been to create a solid framework for embedded system
design with FPAAs. Towards this goal, we’ve discussed a unified approach to the three
phases of FPAA design: (1) the hardware architecture; (2) the circuit design and modeling;
and (3) the high-level software tools. A major role model in this endeavor has been the
Mead-Conway digital revolution of the 1980s. Carver Mead and Lynn Conway helped to
spark the VLSI boom by unifying the fields of computer architecture, integrated circuit
design, and semiconductor device physics.
The result of this effort is a much more open FPAA design environment, where one
need not be a circuit expert to take advantage of analog signal processing technology. The
Simulink interface has provided a top-level design space where analog systems can be de-
signed intuitively with blocks and lines. This environment feels much more like traditional
digital design and is familiar to many signal-processing engineers. The circuit macromod-
eling has abstracted the analog blocks and demystified their function for designers. Finally,
the advanced FPAA architectures have made it much easier to embed into larger systems
and interface with digital electronics.
8.1 Summary of this Dissertation
Chapter 2 provided a review of the fundamental background technology. The two key
elements covered were floating-gate transistors and field-programmable analog arrays. The
floating gate (FG) was important for analog storage and the FG transistor was used as
a switch as well as for computation. We reviewed the device characteristics—including
subthreshold operation—as well as the processes for adding and removing charge from the
gate. In the review of FPAA technology, we went over a brief history of their evolution
and described some of the various architectures that have been tried. We then provided a
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detailed description of reconfigurable analog signal processor (RASP) FPAA, which was
the hardware platform used throughout this dissertation.
Chapter 3 introduced the multiple-input translinear element (MITE) FPAA. This archi-
tecture was based on the MITE as a circuit primitive, which is ideal in computing polyno-
mial equations. There is a robust body of work on the synthesis of high-order static and
dynamic equations to systems of MITEs, which made it an ideal platform to get started
with analog signal processing.
Chapter 4 introduced the RASP 2.9v, a next-generation FPAA architecture that was
optimized for embedded systems. This architecture was motivated by the need for higher-
level digital control for dynamic reconfigurability. This controllability allowed the FPAA
to be much more easily fielded in embedded electronic systems.
Chapter 5 presented the analog vector-matrix multiplier (VMM) as a bottom-up case
study for the analysis of a computational analog element and its mapping to the FPAA ar-
chitecture. The VMM is one of “killer apps” of analog computation in that it efficiently
computes a very common signal processing function. The circuit design process included
step-by-step choices motivated by the architecture of the FPAA hardware. The circuit anal-
ysis included descriptions of the system’s power, speed, noise, and temperature depen-
dence.
Chapter 6 introduced the high-level software tools for FPAA configuration. The top-
level design space is Simulink, which provided an intuitive platform for designing signal
processing systems with functional blocks. The core elements of this system were the
component library and the FPAA compilers. The component library contains abstracted
analog blocks that allow non-circuit designers to create large systems with analog blocks.
The compilers included two main tools: (1) Sim2Spice for converting Simulink designs to
a circuit netlist; and (2) the GRASPER tool for converting the netlist to FPAA targeting
code.
Chapter 7 discussed the challenges and opportunities of abstracted analog design. By
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defining a standard interface for the analog block library, designers can treat analog blocks
more like their digital counterparts. This standardization provides a low barrier-to-entry for
engineers trained in the problem domain of signal processing, but having limited experience
in the solution domain of analog hardware. A major focus of this work was the creation
of accurate, yet elegant, macromodels for the simulation and overall understanding of the
function of the analog signal processing blocks.
8.2 Personal Contributions
Much of the work described in this dissertation is my own. However, almost everything
was done in a collaborative atmosphere.
I was involved in the earliest testing of the RASP 2.8a FPAA along with the rest of the
ICE Lab: Arindam Basu, Stephen Brink, Scott Koziol, Csaba Petre, and Shubha Ramakr-
ishnan. I designed and tested many circuits, which was much more arduous then it is now,
as all of the designs were done with pencil and paper fuse charts. I also had a key role in
porting the RASP 2.8a to the larger version, RASP 2.9a. The RASP 2.8a has a journal and
a conference paper [19, 20].
I drove the effort to publish and run analysis on the results from the MITE FPAA,
where Dave Abramson performed the design and test of the IC. This work has a journal
and conference paper [23, 29].
The RASP 2.9v FPAA was a collaboration with Sam Shapero and Steve Nease, in
which I led the architecture, layout, and timeline of the project. Sam and Steve helped
tremendously with the layout of the DAC and VMM CABs, as well as with the addressing
architecture. The two of them were also the main drivers in getting the fabricated chip up
and running. All three of us were responsible for the system application testing and data
that was presented. This chip has resulted in a journal and conference paper [40, 41].
My work on the VMM analysis came out of the need for a detailed Simulink block for
that element. The circuit had been invented long before I joined the lab, but there was no
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single paper that included all of the analysis and mapping for FPAA hardware. My analysis
and FPAA mapping work has a journal and a conference paper [47, 55].
The Sim2Spice compiler tool was built as a collaboration with Csaba Petre. I wrote
the parsing script used to read the model files and Csaba wrote the initial netlist generator.
Since the initial design, I have been the sole person maintaining the code—adding more
features, fixing bugs, and making it all-around more robust. I have also been creating and
maintaining all of the library blocks. Sim2Spice has a journal and a conference paper
[44, 61]. I also worked with Scott Koziol and Csaba to build the first three versions of the
Programming & Evaluation Board, which has a conference paper where it received the Best
Paper - Live Demonstration award [37].
The high-level analog modeling and abstraction was individual work and involved
defining the interface between analog blocks as voltage-mode vectorized, as well as mod-
eling the transfer function and often nonlinear dynamics of the analog systems. This mod-
eling work has resulted in a conference paper and has been submitted to a journal [81, 80].
Of course, along the way I’ve been involved in many other efforts. An extremely re-
warding aspect of this work was getting it in the hands of willing subjects and seeing their
applications realized with the FPAA platform. For instance, I mentored Sangwook Suh in
implementing an OFDM receiver with the VMM on the RASP 2.9a [54]. And I’ve been in-
volved in hosting several FPAA tutorials and workshops. I have even been involved in tools
for destructing ICs. It was the culmination of these and other efforts that helped advance
the state of FPAA technology
8.3 Future Directions of this Work
As demonstrated in this dissertation, a tremendous amount of work has already been com-
pleted in creating a unified framework for FPAA design. However, there are still several
areas where work is left to do.
First, true validation of this technology will come with fielding it in larger and more
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complex systems. There is already a major effort to apply the FPAA to robotic applications,
but the space is much wider open that that. Any system that could benefit from power-
efficient processing is a potential applicant. The proof of the technology will come in
attacking “far-forward” real-world problems.
In addition, the Simulink analog library development is an open-ended task. We have
created many blocks, but our hope is that as others design analog processing circuits, they
will add them to the library. Future users are encouraged to look at the existing blocks as
examples to follow. The library of elements will only grow in importance as more blocks
are added and non-circuit designers look to it as a source of tools. A main aspect of block
design is the macromodeling component, which must be done on a block-by-block bases.
The accurate models are very important to maintain to that system engineers can easily
understand how the block is behaving and can simulate their ever more complex systems.
Also, the trajectory of what future FPAA architectures should look like is open to ex-
ploration. The popularity of the RASP 2.9v’s new features have demonstrated that FPAAs
need more digital support. This can take many forms—from adding digital blocks along
with the CABs for mixed-signal systems to embedding full microcontrollers on chip to
create a large-scale SoC.
With many of the opportunities still in front of us, it remains an exciting time to be
innovating with reconfigurable analog signal processing.
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